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E
conomic slowdown and slow 
recovery in the midst of the pan-
demic are major challenges facing 
the transport and logistics industry, 

and these, coupled with trade tensions and 
political upheaval, are exacerbating the 
supply chain risks facing the transportation 
and logistics industry. One of the key lessons 
learned out of the COVID-19 experience is the 
massive interdependence of the supply chain, 
and that disruptions are becoming more 
severe and occurring with greater frequency. 

In such an environment, the freight 
forwarding sector is under tremendous 
pressure in terms of costs and achieving 
operational efficiencies, while also having 
to balance the risks faced in safeguarding 
valuable and high-risk cargos through 
marine insurance solutions.  

 While marine insurance products are 
conventional in nature, each policy must be 
customised to meet the unique needs and 
risk exposures of every client, every cargo, 
and every operating environment – from 
simple and straightforward, through to 
complex and high-value. Here, the roles of 
experienced marine insurance brokers and 
underwriters are crucial.

 In an increasingly litigious environment, 
as well as escalating crime and weather 
catastrophes, it is crucial that all role 
players in the supply chain fully understand 
the nature of freight being transported; its 
value including all duties and taxes; the 
transportation risks whether by sea, air, rail 
or road; who is liable, and what exactly is 
covered at every point of the supply chain 
journey.  

The brokers, underwriters, adjusters, 

surveyors, and claims handlers play a crucial 
role in this supply chain, and their skills and 
experience are increasingly in demand.   

 
Escalating overhead costs, skimping on 
insurance 
Freight forwarding and cargo handling is a 
highly-competitive industry and price plays 
a big role. With escalating costs from fuel to 
taxes, duties, and security, there is always 
the temptation to cut costs and corners, 
including on the insurance side – often with 
disastrous consequences if and when things 
do go wrong.

We’re seeing an increasing trend of 
freight operators taking the bare minimum 
of cover, exposing themselves to massive 
liabilities both in terms of their balance sheet 
and reputation. In some instances, freight 
forwarders are so eager to sign up new 
business that they do not fully interrogate the 
real value, risks, and liability associated with 
the cargo they are taking on. This is where 
the advice and guidance of a professional 
marine broker is crucial in advising their 
clients of the inherent risks, and how and 
why scoping their marine cover correctly is 
crucial to their business sustainability.

 Consider the implications of a logistics 
company that only has R500 000 damaged 
goods cover, but the cargo load being 
transported is worth R4-million. If that 
vehicle is involved in an accident and the 
load is an outright loss, the implications of a 
R3,5-million shortfall in cover could put the 
forwarder out of business permanently, and 
make them liable for the damages.

 
Escalating crime
Escalating crime and syndicates pose 
another significant risk, with high-risk 
cargoes such as electronics, cell phones, 
sim cards, alcohol and cigarettes falling prey 
to hijackers and looters. 

 
Transport operator training 
Freight handling and loading is another 
important risk that requires training to ensure 
that drivers and transport operators know 
how to load and offload cargo correctly, as 
well as the correct storage and handling 
conditions of such goods, for example perish-

ables and flammable items. 
In such instances, it’s important to 

understand whether your insurance 
coverage applies once cargo is offloaded 
and ownership or possession is transferred 
to another party.  

The consequences of skimping 
It’s crucial to fully interrogate the 
value and nature of the goods being 
transported, and in turn ensure that your 
marine insurance limits and conditions of 
cover are correctly scoped.  

As the effects of the pandemic continue 
to be felt in terms of a decline in trade 
volumes, it means that all service providers 
in the supply chain are chasing a smaller 
pool of ships and cargo. The temptation to 
cut costs and skimp on insurance in a bid to 
secure business must be avoided at all costs, 
and freight operators need to apply proper 
risk management and assessment protocols 
to reduce their exposures in uncertain and 
challenging economic conditions.

A catastrophic loss of cargo that is not 
correctly insured could spell the end of the 
business and a raft of crippling liabilities. 

 
Importance of marine insurance under-
writers, brokers
It is here where the skills and sector 
knowledge of an experienced marine 
insurance underwriter and professional 
broker proves invaluable. Ultimately, it is 
the marine insurance broker who will assess 
the risks faced by their client, prepare the 
broking notes in accordance with the client’s 
needs, ensure compliance with the sector 
rules and regulations, negotiate, and place 
the risk with an insurer. 

It is crucial that the underwriter receives 
the correct information in the broking notes 
to assess the risk correctly and provide an 
informed and correct scope of coverage, 
limits, conditions, and premiums necessary 
to ensure that, in a worst-case scenario, 
their client can get back up and trade as 
normal, safeguarding their bottom line 
and reputation. Great professionalism and 
expertise are required in this critically 
important business that underpins the world 
trade and economy. b

CHALLENGES TO THE TRANSPORT AND 
FREIGHT INDUSTRIES POST-COVID 

@CapEquipNews

Scan QR CODE  to 
visit and read our 
latest news 

Mark Botha – Acting Editor

capnews@crown.co.za

By Elesh Bisla, CEO of GENRIC Marine Underwriting Managers
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LIEBHERR-AFRICA 
INTRODUCES THE NEW R 9600 
MINING EXCAVATOR
Liebherr-Africa’s Mining division is introducing the new Liebherr R 9600 mining 

excavator, the successor to the highly popular R 996B. Based on the successful 

800 t R 9800 model, the R 9600 – equipped with some of the most advanced Liebherr 

mining technologies to date – ushers in a new era in safety, productivity and lower 

total cost of ownership in open pit mining. 

The R 9600 is fitted with several advanced 
features, including assistance systems and 
semi-autonomous functions, representing the 
start of Liebherr’s journey towards autonomy.

QUICK  TAKE 

COVER STORY

A
fter years of development, 
the new Liebherr R 9600 
made its global debut in 
March last year. As with all 
other Liebherr products, the 

new machine enters the market after a 
long period of rigorous testing. Prior to 
the global launch, the R 9600 was put 
through its paces for a year in Austra-
lia, the largest market for 600 t class 
excavators. 

The R 9600 builds on two popular 
models from the Liebherr hydraulic mining 
excavator portfolio, the R 996B and the 
R 9800. The first R 966 made its debut in 
1995, before the introduction of the R 996B 
in 2000, which has been the benchmark 
of global open pit mining for the past 25 
years. The R 9600 is further inspired by 

Scan QR Code to watch 
Liebherr - 9 600 Mining 
Excavator in action.

Or hit the play button if 
you are reading online 
or the pdf version

Based on the R 9800 model, the  
R 9600 ushers in a new era in safety, 
productivity and lower TCO in open  
pit mining.

https://youtu.be/scgJcDiobmo
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Customers can choose between 
the Liebherr D9812 and the 
Cummins QSK50 engine, both 
providing superior performance 
for increased productivity.

As part of Liebherr’s 
autonomy strategy, the Bucket 
Filling Assistant becomes 
the first Liebherr hydraulic 
excavator automation product 
to be brought to market.

Through its network of 
branches and dealer partners 
in all key mining destinations 
in southern Africa, Liebherr-
Africa provides an unparalleled 
aftermarket regime.

Liebherr remanufactured components carry the same warranty cover as their new counterparts.

its 800 t big brother, the R 9800. The two 
machines share a long list of components 
that have been proven in the market for the 
past 10 years. 

At the time of the global launch, Liebherr 
noted that the new 600 t machine – 
developed at the company’s flagship Colmar, 
France, excavator factory – represented 
the start of a new generation of Liebherr 
hydraulic mining excavators. 

The development of the R 9600 saw 
a high level of customer input to ensure 
machine features delivered the required 
functionalities. Informed by the feedback 
and insights collected from the mining value 
chain, including operators, maintenance 
personnel and procurement executives, 
Liebherr paid special attention to enhanced 
safety, sustainability, performance, ease 

of maintenance and operation and, more 
importantly, lower total cost of operation.

Based on Liebherr’s understanding that 
technology is the key to achieving these 
operational parameters, the R 9600 is thus 
fitted with several advanced features, 
including assistance systems and semi-
autonomous functions, representing 
the start of Liebherr’s journey towards 
autonomy. 

Efficient operation
Efficiency, whether at the mine site or at 
the individual equipment level, is a key 
lever for miners to achieve lower cost 
of production. With that in mind, the 
R 9600 has a special design focus on fuel 
economy. 

Fuel costs, says Pierre Berrange, 

Mining Sales Manager at Liebherr-Africa, 
constitute a major portion of the total cost 
of ownership of mining equipment. The 
R 9600 can be fitted with two versions 
of diesel drive systems. Customers can 
choose between the Liebherr D9812 and 
the Cummins QSK50 engine, both providing 
superior performance for increased 
productivity. 

“In an environment where fuel prices 
continue to skyrocket, the new R 9600 
benefits from the Liebherr Power Efficiency 
(LPE) proprietary management systems for 
the engine and hydraulic system controls. 
The LPE system – designed to reduce fuel 
consumption without compromising the 
overall productivity of the machine – allows 
for maximum work performance from every 
drop of fuel,” says Berrange. 

Liebherr’s LPE system regulates all 
power management processes in the 
machine. Proactive intervention in the 
engine management system, adjustment 
of the swing angle of the hydraulic pump 
and of the engine speed, result in optimum 
efficiency of the drive components in every 
working situation. 

Liebherr’s developments in the alternative 
drive systems have always been informed 
by proper monitoring and investigation of 
the market to ensure that products bring 
the best value to customers. As a result, an 
electric drive version – ideal for mine sites 
with the required electrical infrastructure – 
will be available soon. 

In addition, the advanced on-board 
applications, dubbed Liebherr Assistance 

In an environment where 

fuel prices continue to 

skyrocket, the new R 9600 

benefits from the Liebherr 

Power Efficiency (LPE) 

proprietary management 

systems for the engine and 

hydraulic system controls. 

The LPE system – designed 

to reduce fuel consumption 

without compromising 

the overall productivity of 

the machine – allows for 

maximum work performance 

from every drop of fuel.
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Systems, are meant to support operators to 
become more efficient through analytics and 
actionable insights from live data.  

With a 99% measurement accuracy, the 
Truck Loading Assistant helps operators 
achieve optimal productivity and efficiency 
by measuring bucket payload immediately 
and providing real-time information to the 
operator. The system determines the number 
of passes required to achieve the target 
payload of the truck. 

As part of Liebherr’s autonomy strategy, 
the Bucket Filling Assistant becomes the 
first Liebherr hydraulic excavator automation 
product to be brought to market. Available as 
an option for the backhoe version, the semi-
autonomous digging product allows for easier 
and faster bucket loading with a consistent 
bucket fill factor, thus improving overall 
productivity with minimal operator fatigue.

Reliability matters
Machine reliability plays a crucial role in 
any well-functioning mining environment. 
A machine with a higher reliability 
operates for a larger percentage of its 
scheduled operating time. Based on 
that understanding, Liebherr cast the 
spotlight on machine reliability during the 
development of the new R 9600. 

Key to machine reliability is a robust 
undercarriage with a fatigue resistant steel 
structure, enhanced by a new hydraulic track 
tensioning system. The standard sealed-
for-life heavy duty carrier and track rollers 
incorporate Liebherr’s patented roller path 
design and registered track pad design. The 
strong uppercarriage structure, a completely 
new development, further improves machine 
reliability. 

A combination of these features allows 
the R 9600 to take on any arduous open pit 
mining applications found on global sites, 
and to meet the 80 000 machine operating 
hours the machine is built for. 

In a standard backhoe configuration with a 
heavy-duty wear package, the R 9600 comes 
with a 37,5 m³ bucket, offering an ideal shovel 
match for a range of Liebherr mining trucks. 
In this configuration, it can load a 190-t truck 
in three passes, the 240 t T264 truck in four 
passes, the 300 t T 274 truck in five passes and 
the 375 t T 284 truck in six passes. This is well 
within the global standards; the usual rule of 
thumb for truck loading is generally four to five 
passes for best efficiency.

In a face shovel configuration, the R 9600 
comes with a 37 m³ shovel with a heavy-
duty wear package as standard. 

The R 9600 attachment – which makes 
use of smart component design such 
as the patented ‘EVO’ backhoe bucket, 
hydraulic cylinders, shift levers, bucket 
links and attachment pins – ensures 

increased production without compromising 
component life. 

Operator in mind
It has long been accepted that reducing 
worker discomfort by placing greater 
emphasis on ergonomics has a positive 
impact on efficiency and productivity. 
The R 9600’s brand new 14 m³ cabin, 
says Berrange, is a true reflection of the 
importance of ergonomics on productivity. 
The cab design reduces vibrations and limits 
noise to 69 dB, ensuring a comfortable 
working environment for the operator. 

“Based on years of experience, Liebherr 
understands how ergonomic design can 
boost operator comfort. To ensure the 
best possible working conditions, Liebherr 
engineers have placed the cab of the new 
mining excavator on the left side, delivering 
a high level of comfort for the operator. 
Additionally, the operator seat has been 
positioned as far left as possible to offer 
enhanced operator visibility of both the 
attachment and the site.”

In addition, the R 9600 offers a superior 
machine perimeter visibility system 
comprising four cameras at strategic 
locations on the rotating uppercarriage. The 
dedicated monitor inside the cabin provides 
continuous 270° vision around the machine.

Service excellence
Reliable aftermarket support is a key 
factor in helping mines lower their total 
cost of ownership. This is especially 
true for big-ticket purchases such as 
mining excavators. Through its network 
of branches and dealer partners in all key 
mining destinations in southern Africa, 
Liebherr-Africa provides an unparalleled 
aftermarket regime, ensuring high levels 
of uptime for its customers.

The Liebherr Mining Service Excellence 
programme guarantees to customers that 
the Liebherr service organisation worldwide 
operates at its highest level, through a 
continuous improvement process and best 
practices share.

Through a range of flexible solutions such 
as man-on-site and consignment stock, 
Liebherr-Africa ensures maximum machine 
uptime for its customers, which in many 
instances is the difference between success 
and stagnation. 

Liebherr-Africa’s technical team, which 
is on call 24/7, also fulfills a liaison 
function with factories to stay abreast 
of the latest developments and product 
improvements.

As mining companies pore over their 
balance sheets and all aspects of their 
businesses to find advantages, the 
popularity of machine remanufacturing has 

Based on years of experience, 

Liebherr understands how 

ergonomic design can 

boost operator comfort. To 

ensure the best possible 

working conditions, Liebherr 

engineers have placed 

the cab of the new mining 

excavator on the left side, 

delivering a high level of 

comfort for the operator. 

Additionally, the operator seat 

has been positioned as far left 

as possible to offer enhanced 

operator visibility of both the 

attachment and the site.

in recent years grown significantly. The 
expectation, especially in heavy equipment, 
is to achieve several lives out of one 
machine. In line with this trend, Liebherr-
Africa established its Remanufacturing 
(Reman) Centre in 2015. 

Located at the company’s Springs, 
Gauteng headquarters, the Reman Centre 
serves as a hub for southern Africa, along 
with Liebherr’s 12 other centres around 
the world. Liebherr’s Reman Programme 
is designed to provide a machine’s second 
or even third life without compromising 
on quality, performance and reliability. 
Testimony to the rigorous nature of the 
rebuild programme is the fact that Reman 
products carry the same warranty cover as 
their new counterparts. 

The company also manufactures its own 
buckets, allowing customers to enjoy the 
same Liebherr quality in every aspect of 
their machines. For decades, Liebherr-
Africa has been building hard rock buckets 
up to 25 m³ for the southern African 
mining industry, based on individual client 
requirements. 

Based on this success, Liebherr-Africa 
further invested in a state-of-the-art 
welding workshop in 2017 to extend 
the scope of its services to its southern 
African customers. The welding workshop 
also serves the company’s repair 
workshop, as well as other divisions 
within Liebherr-Africa and dealerships in 
southern Africa. b
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TRANSPORT

SCANIA’S SERVICE REVOLUTION IS A PROFIT 
SOLUTION FOR CUSTOMERS

A
dded to this, significant fuel 
increases, a poor economic 
environment and a serious 
drive to monitor and control 
carbon emissions are creating 

a financial bottleneck for many local 
transport operators looking to remain 
competitive. 

Scania’s advanced data-driven Service 
Solutions promise to be a gamechanger. 
Offering first to market innovations, Scania 
customers now have access to personalised 
cost savings opportunities. 

“Every technological advancement we 
make at Scania is in pursuit of improved 
customer profitability,” says Russel 
Pinard, Scania South Africa area manager, 
Commercial Services. “The transport 
industry runs on fuel but increasingly 
customer profitability rests on data.”

From optimal maintenance to improved 
fuel efficiency and state-of-the-art driver 
training, Scania is using data to capture the 
minute operating details that indicate areas 
where cost-efficiencies can be leveraged. 

“You don’t know what you don’t know 
without data,” says Pinard.  

Every truck is used and driven differently. 
A one-size-fits-all service solution doesn’t 
take this into account. By relying on service 
intervals based on set kilometres, a vehicle 
may be serviced too often, or not often 
enough. 

Scania’s new Flexible Maintenance Plan 
allows for constant monitoring of individual 
truck data. 

“Factors like topography, stop/start 
driving, road roughness, weather and load 
weights all influence how a truck needs to 
be serviced,” says Pinard. 

Real-time operational data and advanced 
algorithms identify with a great deal of 
precision, the right service occasion for each 
individual component. When several factors 
occur, a maintenance event is triggered. 
Individual vehicle data will determine if this 
service needs to be carried out or if it can be 
postponed to when a new event is triggered. 

“Different driving styles and operating 

conditions will determine service intervals,” 
says Pinard. “Some vehicles will require 
shorter intervals, while others will benefit 
from longer intervals.”

By targeting specific components for 
maintenance, service costs are consolidated. 
Fuel economy is also improved as vehicles 
operate in peak condition. 

Additional benefits include the removal 
of unnecessary admin. Individual service 
plans are reviewed dynamically every 
week. The report is sent to the vehicle, the 
Fleet Management Portal and the Scania 
Workshops. 

“We call our customers when a 
maintenance event is triggered,” says 
Pinard. “This removes their admin burden. 
Now Scania takes responsibility for alerting 
our customers when a service is due 
and booking the service at a time that is 
convenient for their business.” 

As it drives the shift to a more sustainable 

transport system, Scania is leading the 
market in data-driven intelligence. By 
turning data insights into long-term 
sustainable cost savings, flexible service 
intervals and improved fuel efficiencies, 
Scania customers can operate within 
peak performance parameters. The 
result is enhanced profitability. In today’s 
competitive and fast-changing transport 
industry, this is critical for success. b

Russel Pinard, Scania South Africa area 
manager, Commercial Services.

Scan QR Code to watch Scania's advanced 
suite of data driven Service Solutions 

Or hit the play button if 
you are reading online 
or the pdf version

The transport industry is currently confronting immense change. New technology, 

new business models, new customer expectations and more agile market entrants 

are placing acute pressure on operators to deliver a better service at lower cost. 

Every technological 

advancement we make 

at Scania is in pursuit 

of improved customer 

profitability,” says Russel 

Pinard, Scania South Africa 

area manager, Commercial 

Services. “The transport 

industry runs on fuel but 

increasingly customer 

profitability rests on data.

https://fb.watch/bNnaK0Gy52/
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TRUCK BODIES

TRUCK BODIES: CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ON 
MINE MAINTENANCE COSTS

F
or addressing cost, one popular 
approach promotes a heavier, 
durable truck body to give 
years of low-maintenance 
operation. These heavy-duty 

units also tend to be heavy in weight —
reducing the amount of material that can 
be hauled — and heavy in price. 

Another school of thought places 
emphasis on increased hauling 
capacity and higher productivity 
from a lighter weight “throwaway” 
body. These units are lower priced 

but often wear out quickly, leading 
to downtime and need for repairs or 
replacements. Even those seeking 
some middle ground end up without 
a viable option in an off-the-shelf 
truck body that doesn’t maximise the 
mine’s potential. 

The only option that provides a 
unique, sustainable solution to the 
productivity dilemma is a custom-
designed truck body, manufactured 
to meet the specific challenges of the 
individual mine. 

Every mine plays its own game of give and take when it comes to reducing expenses. And with the beating 

that mining equipment — especially truck bodies — faces day in and day out, finding ways to balance 

longevity and productivity creates a challenge. Navigating this decision can leave many mine managers 

turning to different rules of thumb to help them prioritise between operational productivity and equipment 

durability. By Josh Swank, VP marketing, Philippi-Hagenbuch Inc.

Don’t follow trends
Before a mine manager starts researching 
truck body features, they should take 
a long, hard look at their mine. Is a 
humid environment causing issues with 
carryback? Are trucks hauling corrosive 
materials? Do materials need to exit 
slowly while dumping the bed? These 
basic questions lay the groundwork for 
any equipment decisions. 

Working with a custom equipment 
manufacturer adds benefit by working 
in tandem with the mine to analyse 

High sides and a poor baffling design can cause round 
water tanks to be unstable. Square tanks like this one 
from Philippi-Hagenbuch address these issues.

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT NEWS MARCH 20228
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specific requirements while also 
offering an objective and experienced 
eye to encourage consideration of often 
overlooked details. 

Finding this synergy and expert 
insight requires the understanding of 
what a true custom manufacturer offers. 
The inclusion of add-ons like sideboards 
and floor liners is not an indication of a 
custom manufacturer. Many important 
options to maximise effectiveness in 
the mine go far beyond these add-ons to 
include the truck body’s design, material 
make-up and much more. A truly 
tailored answer to a mine’s durability-
productivity problem will address these 
numerous elements while ensuring that 
good bones lie underneath any custom 
solution. And with the instability of 
steel prices and availability, there is 
little time and material to waste on not 
getting a design right the first time.  

Body Basics
No matter the skill level, operators 
sometimes can’t help but damage ill-
fitting, off-the-shelf truck bodies when the 
loading tool comes into contact with the 
truck body while filling. Whether the truck 
body is too small, is mismatched with the 
loading tools or doesn’t have the proper 
height, repeated damage during loading 
can quickly destroy a body and cause 
maintenance and repair issues elsewhere 
on the truck. QU

IC
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The only option that provides a unique, sustainable solution 
to the productivity dilemma is a custom-designed truck body

Working with a custom equipment manufacturer adds 
benefit by working in tandem with the mine to analyse 
specific requirements 

Customising individual truck bodies to the mine’s 
specifications increases loading safety and greatly reduces 
the potential for loading damage

Choosing a wide body option offers well-balanced weight 
distribution across all the tyres, which reduces the potential 
for uneven tyre wear

Look for custom bodies with intersecting bolsters and frame 
rails as these offer superior support that won’t buckle under 
the immense stress of materials

Customising individual truck bodies to the mine’s 
specifications increases loading safety and 
reduces the potential for loading damage.
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Customising individual truck bodies to the mine’s 
specifications increases loading safety and greatly 
reduces the potential for loading damage by 
ensuring that width is correctly paired with the 
loading tool. This provides the lowest possible 
loading height and allows the shovel bucket 
to get closer to the truck body floor, nearly 
eliminating the chances that loading equipment 
will damage the truck’s sides, while reducing 
the whole-body vibration associated with mass 
dumping. 

Additionally, choosing a wide body option offers 
well-balanced weight distribution across all the 
tyres, which reduces the potential for uneven tyre wear 
and extends the truck components and body’s life.

With heavy use and high reliability required in mining 
applications, maintenance is inevitable. Simple design considerations in the body 
can either speed the process and decrease issues or lead to delays and additional 
challenges. For example, consider adding four free-floating lifting eyes into the floor 
of the body rather than the sides. This enables fast and easy removal or installation 
of a body for maintenance without the risk of bowing the body, a common issue with 
lifting points incorporated on the sides. As body sides age, traditional lifting points 
integrated into the body sides, such as pivots and holes, can become fatigued, 

risking a potential safety situation 
when removing or installing a body 
down the road.

Bolsters and frame rails provide 
maximum reinforcement to the sides 
and floors of bodies. Traditional bodies 
simply butt-weld bolsters to frame 
rails, making them vulnerable to wear 
and tear. Look for custom bodies with 
intersecting bolsters and frame rails 
as these offer superior support that 
won’t buckle under the immense stress 
of materials, keeping the payload at 
maximum capacity. 

Ensuring that a truck body has these 
general design features will help 

ensure that mines get a body 
that can be customised and 

refurbished infinitely to find 
the sweet spot for handling 
daily abuse while maintaining 
productivity. 

In the volatile steel market, 
partnering with a custom 

manufacturer ensures that the 
best steel is used throughout, 

and that parts and materials 
are available and made in-house. 

Additionally, ticking all these boxes 
provides mines with a solid base to 
expand on with other truck body options 
that can further streamline operations, 
like rear eject bodies. 

Rear eject offers an upgrade
Rear eject bodies provide an efficient, 
low-maintenance alternative to end-dump 
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 “Finding ways to balance longevity and productivity 
creates a challenge.”

Josh Swank, VP marketing,  
Philippi-Hagenbuch Inc.

Rear eject bodies use an ejector blade to discharge material. Without moving or raising the truck bed, the blade pushes material towards 
the rear of the truck.

1,2 to 18,2 m
Spreading attachments 

can handle a wide range 
of material and spread 

width can be adjusted from 
approximately  
1,2 to 18,2 m.

TRUCK BODIES
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trucks for smaller, niche areas within the 
mine. As the name implies, rear eject bodies 
use an ejector blade to discharge material. 
Without moving or raising the truck bed, the 
blade pushes material toward the rear of the 
truck. This simplifies the dumping process 
and enhances efficiency since operators 
don’t have to wait for the bed to lower 
before driving away. Mines can 
further enhance their level of 
productivity by keeping an 
eye out for a few rear 
eject features that 
prioritise simplicity 
and decrease 
downtime.

When 
selecting a rear 
eject, mining 
operations should 
bear in mind 
that less is more. 
Rear eject bodies 
constructed with a 
single hydraulic cylinder 
minimise maintenance costs 
and maximise uptime by operating 
both the ejector blade and the rear tailgate 
mechanism at the same time. 

Selecting a body with ejector guides 
integrated into the inside of the 
truck bed provides smooth operation 
and decreases overall maintenance 
requirements by eliminating rollers that 
typically break or bind. With the guides 
and track within the bed, there are no 
external rails that loader operators can 
hit, which can disable a unit.

Some rear eject bodies feature 
designs tailored specifically to reduce 
carryback. Naturally, the unique 
sweeping action of the ejector blade 
reduces the tendency for carryback 
even with materials prone to sticking 
to the sides or floor of the truck bed. 
But certain conditions, such as a humid, 
sticky environment, pose even greater 
challenges. In these instances, true 
custom manufacturers can work with 
mines to add exotic steel liners to the 
ejector blade to deter sticking and 
further ensure no carryback.  

Integrating a rear eject body into a mine 
has its obvious benefits for dumping, but 
these bodies can also be fitted with add-
on attachments that further increase the 
flexibility and utility value of the specialty 
body in the mine.

Spreading and stemming 
By controlling the dumping rate, when 
paired with a material spreading 
attachment, rear eject trucks can 

increase efficiency for tasks where 
materials must be distributed 
evenly and precisely. They are 
ideal for applications such as haul 
road maintenance or certain drying 
applications like spreading salt, 
diatomaceous earth or lime onto leach 
beds. These attachments are available 

from custom equipment 
manufacturers and are 

designed to integrate 
seamlessly with the 

rear eject bodies. 
Spreading 
attachments 
can handle a 
wide range 
of material 
and spread 
width can be 

adjusted from 
approximately 1,2 

to 18,2 m.
Stemming is 

another time-consuming 
task where an attachment 

can revolutionise productivity and 
increase rear eject versatility. Many 
operations rely on side-dump buckets 
or loaders to fill blast holes with 
stemming material after the explosives 
are packed in the bottom. Opting for 
a rear eject body with a stemming 
attachment, however, can improve 
efficiency. 

Consider this: using a single 3 t loader, 
operators might only be able to fill two 
holes per load before travelling 
back to aggregate piles 
to get more material. 
Depending on how 
close the stockpile 
is, this can result in 
cycle times of 15 
minutes or more. 
With each blast 
averaging 100 or 
more holes, filling 
the blastholes with 
stemming material 
often takes two to four 
crew members several 
days.

Alternatively, producers 
running a rear eject body with a stemming 
attachment on a 40 t articulated truck, for 
example, would be able to streamline the 
process and increase efficiency by 200% 
or more compared to traditional methods. 

Custom rear eject bodies are 
compatible with stemming attachments 
that incorporate into the rear eject body, 
offering an adjustable arm that can be 

easily positioned over the stemming 
hole to deposit material precisely in 
less time and with minimal labour. The 
ejector blade pushes material to a cross 
auger, which loads the articulating 
stemming arm and conveyor. The ejector 
blade speed, in-cab controls, stemming 
conveyor and operator controls at the 
stemming arm all control the flow of 
material for even distribution. 

Water tanks
Traditional round water tanks limit 
productivity and increase costs. Round 
tanks suffer from designs with high 
sides, which results in a poor centre 
of gravity that can lead to tipping. 
Instability is worsened by a baffling system 
that incorporates open maintenance 
access cutouts leading to poor water 
compartmentalisation and excessive 
water churn. The safety concerns and 
instability operators feel in these water 
trucks result in reservations to fill the 
tank completely, leading to less efficiency 
and more trips to refill. 

To combat this, look for a square tank 
that addresses these issues from the ground 
up. The squared off corners and a more 
sophisticated baffling system can prevent 
water from surging between compartments 
and offer easier maintenance access 
through doors in the baffling, rather than 
cutouts. Not rounding off the sides also 
allows for a higher storage capacity. 

Lasting solutions
Every mining manager wants their 

mine to operate at its full 
potential — and that 

usually rides on the 
back of a haul truck. 

But designing an 
operation around 
one of the industry 
philosophies that 
pit durability and 
productivity against 

one another rarely 
offers a sustainable 

solution. By laying 
the groundwork and 

incorporating the assistance, 
and endless options, available 

through a fully custom manufacturer, mining 
managers can include their wants and 
needs into their unique operation. 

This close, personal relationship with 
a custom manufacturer can not only 
give managers more knowledge about 
the solutions available for their unique 
operations, but it can set up a mine for 
years of future success. b

40 t 
Alternatively, producers 

running a rear eject body with a 
stemming attachment on a 40 t 
articulated truck, for example, 

would be able to streamline  
the process and increase 

efficiency by 200% or more 
compared to traditional 

methods.

3t loader
 Using a single 3 t loader, 

operators might only be able 
to fill two holes per load 
before travelling back to 

aggregate piles to get more 
material.

TRUCK BODIES
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ELECTROMOBILITY

THE RISE AND ADVANTAGES OF BATTERY-
ELECTRIC CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

As environmental concerns continue to grow and regulations in Europe and North America become stricter 

with South Africa soon to follow suit, capital equipment OEMs are taking advantage of fast-developing battery 

technology to produce battery-electrical equipment to rival their diesel/LPG-driven counterparts. By Mark Botha.

I
n South Africa, Wacker Neuson 
has started to test the battery-driv-
en mini-excavator EZ17e, but the 
company’s international portfolio 
includes battery-powered rammers 

and vibratory plates, an internal vibrator 
system for concrete consolidation, excava-
tors, wheel and track dumpers, as well as 
wheel loaders.

“With the Wacker Neuson ‘zero emission’ 
solutions,” says Dennis Vietze, MD: Sub-
Saharan Africa, “a complete inner-city 
construction site can be operated even 
today without direct exhaust emissions.”

Shumani MD Victor Nemukula says his 
company sells the Doosan and Crown brands, 
ranging from power pallet trucks, stackers, 
counterbalance, reach trucks, turret trucks 
and stock pickers. Shumani also supplies 
battery-operated cleaning machines as 
access equipment, while Goscor Lift Truck 
Company (GLTC) supplies equipment for 
every warehousing and materials handling 
equipment requirement, “from powered 
pallet jacks, walkie stackers and order 
pickers, to turret trucks, articulated trucks 
and forklifts – anything that can be lifted, 

With Wacker Neuson ‘zero emission’ solutions, an 
inner-city construction site can be operated without 
direct exhaust emissions.
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“Environmental regulations in Europe and North 
America have become very strict and South Africa 

soon will follow suit.”

Dennis Vietze, MD Wacker Neuson  
Sub-Saharan Africa

“Apart from supplying lithium-ion to replace the lead-
acid batteries, GLTC is looking into multiple battery 

technologies and improved chargers.”

Patrick Barber GLTC sales director

Goscor Lift Truck Company (GLTC) 
supplies equipment for every 
warehousing and materials handling 
equipment requirement. 
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In South Africa, Wacker Neuson has started to test the 
battery-driven mini-excavator EZ17e

Shumani sells the Doosan and Crown brands, ranging from 
power pallet trucks, stackers, counterbalance, reach trucks, 
turret trucks and stock pickers

Goscor Lift Truck Company supplies equipment for every 
warehousing and materials handling equipment requirement, 
from powered pallet jacks and walkie stackers to order 
pickers, turret trucks and forklifts

Electric-powered construction machines are up to 20 decibels 
quieter than their gasoline-operated counterparts

Benefits of battery-electric equipment include the fact that it can 
be used inside food processing facilities

QUICK  TAKE 

Wacker Neuson’s EZ17e mini-excavator is equipped with an integrated lithium-ion battery.

handled or picked, for very narrow aisles as 
well as for long and heavy loads,” says GLTC 
sales director Patrick Barber. 

Features and advantages
He lists the advantages of battery-electric 
capital equipment as low total cost of 
ownership (TCO), their suitability to multiple 
environments such as cold rooms, and both 
indoor and outdoor use, as well as the 
longevity of these machines, among others.

 Vietze says Wacker Neuson’s zero 
emission solutions work without direct 
exhaust emissions, so protecting operators, 
residents, the environment as well as the 
site surroundings while helping to achieve 
climate targets. 

“In addition,” he says, “electric-powered 
construction machines are up to 20 decibels 
quieter than their gasoline-operated 
counterparts – an extreme reduction, as ten 
decibels means less than half the perceived 
sound level.”

He says this, too, holds advantages 
as work can be done in noise-sensitive 
environments and inner-city night 
construction sites can be implemented. 
Battery-electric equipment can also be 
used for renovation work at hospitals or 
for gardening and landscaping in areas 
surrounding kindergartens and schools.

Due to the vast range of battery-electric 
equipment supplied by Shumani, says 
Nemukula, it is “difficult” to mention all 
their features and advantages, but he says 
a product is only as good as the back-up it 
receives and that, “at Shumani, we strive for 
customer satisfaction.”

He says benefits of battery-electric 
equipment include the fact that it can be 
used inside food processing facilities and 
that it is less impactful to the environment.
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 “Many companies opt for electric 
machines and use these units 

with lithium-ion batteries, giving 
customers more floor space.”

Victor Nemukula, MD of 
Shumani 
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Electric versus diesel/LPG
He says the main advantages of running 
electrical equipment are minimised 
emissions, as well as lower machine 
running costs, especially with many 
companies converting to solar power, 
which will incur even greater savings. 

GLTC’s Barber lists as the advantages 
of battery-electric equipment over diesel 
or LPG-powered equipment increased 
energy efficiency, reduced cost of 
ownership and environmental impact, 
their suitability for use in multiple 
environments, and the customisable 
performance parameters offered by 
electric machines.

New trends
Vietze notes that environmental regulations 
in Europe and North America have become 
very strict and that South Africa soon will 
follow suit to protect the environment and to 
meet international standards. 

“The South African mining industry, for 
example, is already looking at zero emission 
products and other industry sectors will 
soon follow suit,” he says.

Nemukula says Shumani has seen “many 
companies opting for electric machines” 
and using these units with lithium-ion 
batteries, giving customers more floor 
space as no battery bay is needed. The 
charging time of these batteries is also 
much quicker, he says.

New trends observed by GLTC, says 
Barber, are technological advancements 
to the powering of electric machines and 
improvements to battery and charger 
technologies. He says electric equipment 
is becoming able to lift heavier loads 
to increasing heights and to move more 

pallets per hour. Operator comfort on these 
machines is also improving, he says.

Advances in battery technology
Vietze says Wacker Neuson has already 
gained several years of experience with 
different battery types and that all the 
company’s electric construction equipment 
– rammers, vibratory plates and the internal 
vibrator system – are powered by the same 
powerful lithium-ion battery.

In the compact equipment segment, more 
and more lithium-ion batteries are also 
being used as they are powerful and have 
a long lifespan, he says. Unlike lead acid 
batteries, lithium-ion batteries do not have a 
memory effect, which means that they will 
provide full power even after many charging 
and discharging cycles.

“For example,” says Vietze, “Wacker 
Neuson’s EZ17e mini-excavator is equipped 
with an integrated lithium-ion battery. The 
machine can be used either without a power 
cable or can be charged at power sources 
from 100 to 415 V in ongoing operation 
during stationary activities.”

He says the battery can be charged at a 
household outlet (110 – 230 V) or by quick 
charging with high-voltage current (up to 
415 V) in only four hours. 

“With the high-quality lithium-ion 
technology, the machine meets the 
requirements for performance duration, 
durability, safety and sturdiness. The 
generous battery capacity ensures that the 
hydraulic functions are available the whole 
workday long with the same performance as 
on a conventional model.”

The technology in these batteries are 
upgraded every year and new batteries 
with longer running time and shorter charge 

Wacker Neuson has started to test the battery-driven mini-excavator 
EZ17e in South Africa.

A Doosan electric forklift supplied by Shumani.

Shumani’s offering includes power pallet 
trucks, stackers, counterbalance, reach 
trucks, turret trucks and stock pickers. 

ELECTROMOBILITY

times are becoming available in the market, 
which makes a huge impact on companies 
that run volumes with these machines, as 
improved battery technology means reduced 
downtime, says Nemukula.

Barber says that, apart from supplying 
lithium-ion to replace the lead-acid 
batteries, GLTC is looking into multiple 
battery technologies and improved chargers 
which will ultimately lower energy costs. 
The company is also renewable energy 
sourcing alternatives sources such as solar 
power for powering the batteries. b
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B
ell Equipment OEM product 
marketing manager 
Jeremiah Mokhomo says 
new developments in the 
articulated dump truck (ADT) 

market, which predominantly operates 
in the construction and mining industry, 
are characterised by a move towards 
smarter, safer and more fuel-efficient 
machines. 

To achieve this, Mokhomo believes 
that machine connectivity will become 
a very important need among customers 
into the future as the wish to make data-
driven decisions about all machines on 
the worksite becomes mainstream.  

Onboard telematics systems are an 
integral building block to providing the 
data as well as formatting it in such a 
way that allows interoperability (visibility 
of all machines, irrespective of brand, 
in one “view”). They are satisfying 
the increasing demand for data about 
equipment, which allows users to extract 

ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCKS: EARTHMOVING MADE SMARTER, 
SAFER AND MORE ECONOMICAL 

Used worldwide in earthmoving applications, the articulated dump truck (ADT) 

has become indispensable on construction and mining sites. In accordance 

with user requirements and the quest for smarter, safer and more fuel-efficient 

machines, the ADT has evolved to the point of autonomous operation. Capital 

Equipment News touched base with Bell Equipment to find out more about the 

OEM’s ADTs and the market in which they are traded. By Mark Botha.
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“Providing autonomous-ready machines is expected 
to be a part Bell Equipment’s core business in the 

future.”

Jeremiah Mokhomo, Bell Equipment OEM 
product marketing manager

 

Bell Equipment’s B45E 4x4 
articulated dump truck.

ADTs
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information about the efficiency and 
safety of the worksite.

Bell Equipment’s ADTs have been at 
the forefront of innovation and include 
features such as the company’s  

Fleetm@tic® telematics system, 
automatic traction control, hill assist, 
comfort ride suspension, automated daily 
checks and an optimised drivetrain to 
reduce fuel consumption. 
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The need for machine connectivity is expected to 
grow among customers in the future

Since the introduction of the new E-series, we have 
seen a 6 to 7% decrease in cost per tonne thanks to 
increased payload and an improved drivetrain

The B50E and B60E models are fitted with turbo-
compounding which extracts additional energy from 
the exhaust, so providing an increase in power of 
30 kW

Providing autonomous-ready machines will be a 
part Bell Equipment’s core business in the future

Bell Equipment introduced an autonomous ADT 
at MINEXPO 2021 for release into the market 
this year

Telematics
The company was the first to introduce 
onboard weighing on ADTs. In parallel 
with this, Bell identified an opportunity 
to develop its own telematics solution, 
Fleetm@tic®, realising that the market 
would eventually move in this direction. 
Understanding the value of these features 
to customers, Bell provides onboard 
weighing and the Fleetm@tic® Classic 
package across its ADT range at no cost. 

“Fleetm@tic® aids in the protection 
and monitoring of the client’s fleet 24/7,” 
says Mokhomo. He says the software 
collects machine health data and predicts 
potential future failures. It also offers 

The Bell B50E ADT.

24/7
Fleetm@tic® aids in the 

protection and monitoring 
of the client’s fleet 24/7.

Bell Equipment’s ADTs 

have been at the forefront 

of innovation and include 

features such as the 

company’s Fleetm@tic® 

telematics system, automatic 

traction control, hill assist, 

comfort ride suspension, 

automated daily checks and 

an optimised drivetrain to 

reduce fuel consumption.
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detailed production data such as fuel 
consumption and average tonnes per load. 

“The system enables the user to define 
benchmarks and targets for cycle and idle 
times, tonnage output, and others. The 
Premium version, which requires a paid 
subscription, provides real-time tracking 
and helps to identify bottlenecks in an 
operation to maximise productivity.” 

The Bell Equipment Fleetm@tic® 
telematics system, introduced some 
20 years ago, makes use of dual 
communication using cell phone 
networks where available or, 
alternatively, north- to south-
pole satellite coverage 
to deliver critical 
communication. 

“With growing 
competitiveness 
in the market it 
is important for 
customers to have 
accurate production 
data so that they 
can get the fastest 
return on their capital 
investment and optimise 
their operation.”

E-series features
Importantly, Fleetm@tic® enables fleet 
owners to quantify the benefits of the 
Bell E-series’ evolutionary design, which 
delivers optimised power-to-weight ratio 
and “legendary” fuel efficiency. “Since the 
introduction of the new E-series,” says 
Mokhomo, “we have seen a 6 to 7% decrease 
in cost per tonne thanks to increased payload 
and an improved drivetrain.” 

Always looking at ways of working 
smarter, the automatic retarder on the 
Bell large ADTs was moved from the 
transmission and incorporated into the 

Bell autonomous ADTs have run at two different sites and were controlled 
by completely different control software in each case. 

wet braking system with the move to the 
E-series, and these ADTs were additionally 
fitted with a Jacobs engine brake. The 
use of wet brakes has since also been 
introduced to the upgraded B30E.

Mindful of its environmental 
responsibility, Mokhomo says Bell fitted 
the B50E and B60E models with turbo-
compounding that extracts additional 
energy from the exhaust, so providing 
an increase in power of 30 kW from the 
exhaust gases while reducing fuel burn.

Autonomous operation
Bell Equipment recently 

made its ADTs 
compliant with 

the requirements 
of Level 9 
control for 
earth moving 
machinery 
by making 
them ready 

for integration 
with third-party 

collision avoidance 
and pedestrian 

detection systems. 
“This means that, if a 

collision avoidance system (CAS) or 
pedestrian detection system (PDS) 
installed on the machine sends the 
appropriate message, the Bell ADT will 
slow down and stop without operator 
intervention.

“When we introduced an inclinometer 
to improve our onboard weighing 
accuracy, we saw an opportunity to 
improve the safety of our trucks with 
our Hill Start and Tip Safe features that 
prevent rollback on slopes and rollovers 
due to tipping at unsafe angles. Similarly, 
by adding further layers on top of the 
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existing PDS ISO standards, we have 
created an autonomous ready platform 
that uses an open communication protocol 
principle to integrate easily with third 
party suppliers.”

Taking this a step further, the company 
has completed a proof-of-concept project 
practically demonstrating an autonomous 
Bell ADT that is able to execute 
instructions communicated by third 
party remote guidance and mine control 
software in real-life work environments. 

“The proof-of-concept project was 
very successful,” says Mokhomo. “Bell 
autonomous ADTs have run at two 
different sites and were controlled by 
completely different control software 
in each case. In Austria, software by 
Xtonomy was used while, in the USA, 
the software was provided by Pronto AI. 
If this technology is required in South 
Africa, we will be ready to supply it. 

Pronto AI displayed an autonomous Bell 
ADT at MINEXPO 2021 for release into the 
market this year. 

“As a result of these developments, our 
E-series ADTs, including our low-profile 
trucks for underground mining, can be 
upgraded to run in autonomous operations 
and they are designed to be compatible 
with a range of different control software.

“In terms of sensing and guidance 
systems, it makes sense to partner with 
market leaders and innovators, as we do 
with drivetrain, hydraulics and electronics 
technologies in our trucks. We aim to 
be control system agnostic to allow 
our customers to select the guidance 
solution they are most comfortable with, 
and which can integrate easily with the 

6 to 7%
We have seen a 6 to 7% 

decrease in cost per 
tonne thanks to increased 
payload and an improved 

drivetrain.

With growing 

competitiveness in the 

market it is important for 

customers to have accurate 

production data so that they 

can get the fastest return on 

their capital investment and 

optimise their operation.

ADTs
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The B60E articulated dump truck from Bell Equipment.

Bell Equipment has completed a proof-of-concept project demonstrating an autonomous Bell 
ADT able to execute instructions communicated by third party remote guidance and mine 
control software. 

30 kW
Bell fitted the B50E and 
B60E models with turbo-

compounding that extracts 
additional energy from the 
exhaust, so providing an 

increase in power of 30 kW 
from the exhaust gases 

while reducing fuel burn.

worksite automation software.”
In addition, unlike some autonomous 

machines in the market, Bell provides a 
standard cab, allowing the customer to 
transition to non-automated sites without 
requiring any modifications. 

Mokhomo says providing autonomous-
ready machines is expected to be a part Bell 
Equipment’s core business in the future.

Aftermarket
In whatever direction ADT development 
takes, he says Bell Equipment will always 
place strategic importance on providing 
strong, reliable machines backed 
by strong, reliable support, which is 
purposefully designed to provide the best 
possible support during each stage of the 
machine ownership journey. 

He notes that the Fleetm@tic® fleet 
management system allows the owner 
to keep track of their fleet 24/7 and so 
manage and protect their assets.

The LubeCheck offering provides oil 
analysis to keep productivity levels 
high and avoid possible downtime. Bell 
Equipment’s lubricants are specially 
engineered oils and greases to keep 
machines operating at peak performance, 
and the company uses original quality 
parts available through its customer 
service centres and logistics hubs. 

“We even introduced a door-to-door 
delivery service during the Covid-19 
lockdowns,” says Mokhomo.

In terms of aftersales service, the 
company provides a world-class training 
programme to ensure operators get 

the best productivity out of their ADTs. 
Maintenance contracts and extended 
warranties help machine owners to 
manage costs and provide assurance that 
their vehicles have the best coverage.

Bell Equipment also provides service 
kits and special tools for scheduled 
services to help vehicle owners save 
time and cost, while technical support 
is provided by expertly trained technical 
analysts to deliver professional assistance 
and advice. Remanufacturing (ReMan) 
centres provide quality components and 
used parts to allow the owner to extend 
the life of their equipment even further 
while saving cost. 

Used ADTs
Bell Equipment’s aftermarket offering is 
focused on maximising the life and residual 
value of its ADTs and Mokhomo says Bell 
Equipment’s used division does full machine 
condition assessments on all trade-ins and 
does the appropriate work to bring machines 
up to scratch and ready for resale. 

He says the used market for ADTs 
is “very strong” in South Africa. “The 
current financial uncertainties make 
customers interested in lower capital 
outlay and they are willing to accept 
some reliability risk inherent in used 
equipment. Our used division makes 
every effort to minimise this risk while 
delivering a well-priced product.

“Locally, we have access to pre-owned 
units from abroad, most notably from our 
UK operation, where trucks generally work 
in less harsh conditions than typically 
found in South Africa, and still have lots 
of working life in them.”  b
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TYRES

MAXIMISE THE ‘CRADLE TO GRAVE’  
CPK OF YOUR FLEET’S TYRES 

H
igh quality, durable and 
technologically advanced 
truck and bus radial tyres 
are essential for trans-
porters and fleet owners 

to keep their fleets in operation. When 
it comes to achieving the most value 
and CPK from your fleet’s tyres, tyre 
selection, vehicle maintenance, tyre 
pressures and control are among the 
most important considerations. 

Sumitomo Rubber South Africa (Pty) 
Ltd (SRSA), manufacturer of the Dunlop, 
Sumitomo and Falken Tyre brands, 
offers these tips for getting the most 
out of your fleet’s tyres.

Partner for success
Collaborate with a reputable and 
experienced tyre supplier that will 
provide the best advice and support 
required to manage your fleet. Ask for 
their professional advice when setting 
out to select tyres for your fleet, but 
always give them as much information 
as possible, to put them in a position to 
give the best possible guidance. 

Sumitomo Rubber SA, for example, has 
an in-field technical services (ITS) team 
based in all regions, and into the rest of 
the continent, to advise customers on tyre 
selection, application and performance, 
plus analysing, monitoring and scrap 

analysis data. The ITS division becomes 
an extension of customers’ businesses, 
offering a value-added service and 
assisting with growth and staff 
development. Your tyre partner should 
be able to provide recommendations to 
minimise tyre failures, and if these ever 
do occur, conduct a tyre post-mortem 
analysis to determine the main causes.

Start off with accurate tyre selection
This is the most critical part of the 
purchase decision. Fleet owners, 
with support from their tyre sales 
representative, need to select the 
correct specification to ensure optimal 

In a highly competitive and ‘always on’ commercial environment, fleet owners and operators of medium and heavy 

commercial vehicles are under increasing pressure. They need to meet demanding delivery targets, maximise cost 

per kilometre (CPK), reduce breakdown costs and overcome challenging traffic congestion and road conditions, 

all while ensuring on-the-road safety of vehicles at all times. By Anesh Mohar, Dunlop group manager: Technical 

Services – Commercial. 
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performance and CPK. Check which wheel 
position the tyres are needed for. Tyres 
are made to provide optimal performance 
for a specific wheel position. For example, 
steer and drive tyres don’t have the same 
tread patterns, rubber compounds and 
construction. 

Once you know the position, you need 
to consider the application. Will you need 
a long-haul highway tyre, a regional-haul 
tyre, an on/off road tyre or an off-road 
construction tyre for your drive axle? 

Correct fitment will improve outcome 
and ensure the desired result. There are 
also many different tyre tread patterns 
and casing constructions for different 
applications. Placing an ill-suited tyre into 
an application will result in loss of mileage 
and a higher CPK.

Vehicle and tyre maintenance
Fleet owners and operators must 
have a solid vehicle and tyre pressure 
maintenance programme in place with 
vital checks carried out frequently 
to ensure truck tyres remain in 
peak condition. Tyre rotation, wheel 
alignment and balancing all contribute 
to achieving optimal CPK, so commercial 
companies must conduct these scheduled 
maintenance services regularly and 
responsibly. 

Worn vehicle parts and axle misalignment 
will cause tyres to wear unevenly and QU
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When it comes to achieving the most value and CPK from 
your fleet’s tyres, tyre selection, maintenance and control 
are among the most important considerations

Sumitomo Rubber South Africa (Pty) Ltd manufactures the 
Dunlop, and Sumitomo Tyre brands

Ask for professional advice when setting out to select tyres 
for your fleet

Sumitomo Rubber SA has an in-field technical services (ITS) 
team based in all regions, and into the rest of the continent

Fleet owners need to select the correct specification to 
ensure optimal performance and CPK

High quality, durable 

and technologically 

advanced truck and bus 

radial tyres are essential 

for transporters and fleet 

owners to keep their fleets 

in operation.
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ultimately result in the need for premature 
removal and replacement. Under and over 
inflation will also cause mileage loss. So, 
prioritise vehicle and tyre maintenance to 
improve tyre longevity and enhance the 
lifespan of your fleet’s tyres. 

Take control
Fleet owners should consider their tyre 
partner to be a critical part of their 
business. Scrap reports and fleet surveys 
are an essential part of the control 
process. Offering a thorough analysis 
of failures, product performance and 
recommendations on pressure are key 
to improve both performance and tyre 
lifespan, impacting the bottom line. 

Driver training, route studies and 
product recommendations can be done 
as a result. Like maintenance, training 
both technicians and drivers remains 
critical when implementing a tyre 
management programme. Sumitomo 
Rubber SA has a wide range of training 
programmes available to educate 
customers, including guidance on vehicle 
and trailer maintenance, the importance 
of alignment, product training and how to 
work out CPK. 

Your tyre partner should offer excellent 
technical and after sales support in terms 
of scrap tyre analysis which can highlight 
problems like incorrect pressures, 
irregular wear, wrong tyre 
application and manufacturing 
defects; surveys to inform 
the fleet manager of the 
overall condition of 
the fleet and where 
improvements can 
be made, and route 
studies to identify 
the best tyre for the 
application and route. 

Fit and strip, CPK, 
wheel alignment, trailer 
maintenance as well as 
driver training are done by the 
SRSA ITS division and training 
teams using accredited trainers. Fleets 
can book training sessions through their 
dealers. Trained staff can improve tyre and 
fleet performance leading to fewer tyre 
failures, improved mileage, and better fuel 
consumption. 

Maximise CPK
The best tyre to buy is undoubtably the 
tyre that gives you the lowest CPK – and 
the lowest CPK tyre is generally the one 
that will give good first life mileage and 
will have a strong and durable casing 
which can be re-treaded multiple times. 
This offers the best return on investment. 

At Sumitomo Rubber South Africa, ‘cradle 
to grave’ CPK is a big focus, taking into 
account not only the original life of a tyre, 
but the total value that it has to offer, 
including the casing retreadability. 

The cheapest tyre will not necessarily 
give you the lowest CPK. Running 
evaluation tyres from various tyre brands 
on your fleet is the most effective way to 

establish what works best for 
your fleet and application 

before you make your 
purchase decision. 

You want to ensure 
that your tyre 
manufacturer 
and supplier 
employs a 
number of 
systems – both 
human and 

machine driven – 
that assist in the 

compilation of data 
to effectively assist 

you with correct tyre 
application and with improved 

outcomes in safety, CPK and lifespan.
Mileage achieved on tyres will differ 

between fleets due to the application and 
vehicle type. But there are other ways to 
improve your CPK and improve the mileage 
outcomes of your fleet’s tyres. To get the 
most out of your tyres closely monitor the 
following:

Tyre pressure
This needs to be maintained for the load 
on each axle and dual mounted tyres must 
be inflated to the same tyre pressure. 
Failure to maintain the same pressure will 

result in one of the tyres carrying most 
of the load, which will result in quicker 
wear. Check tyre inflation pressure at 
each wheel position before each trip, not 
only for underinflated or low pressure, 
but also to ensure that the air pressure 
is similar in each tyre. This will provide 
better CPK as well as improved fuel 
economy.

Wheel alignment and suspension
Conduct wheel alignment at each service 
interval and include trailer alignment 
where applicable.

The condition of the suspension is very 
important. Worn shocks, bushings, bearings 
and others can cause uneven tyre wear.

Proper seating and balancing
Ensure that the tyre is properly seated on 
the rim during fitment, using an approved 
lubricant and double inflation. Always 
balance tyres and rim assemblies before 
fitment.

Rotation and smooth driving
Rotate tyres on a regular basis based 
on the wear rate. The way the vehicle is 
driven plays a big part in tyre wear. Smooth 
driving is key to extending tyre life.

Temperature
Heat is a tyre’s biggest enemy, because 
the hotter a tyre runs, the quicker the 
wear rate on the tyres. It is the air inside 
the tyre that carries the load, and not the 
tyre. If the cold inflation pressures are 
not correct or are underinflated when the 
commercial vehicle leaves the depot, the 
tyres will flex excessively because of the 
load that the vehicle is carrying, resulting 
in excessive heat build-up in the tyres and 
leading to premature tyre wear and tyre 
failure. 

Load weight
Never overload your truck past its 
recommended weight. When a truck 
and its tyres are overloaded, the tyres 
can no longer grip the road effectively, 
which can impact truck handling and fuel 
economy.

Sumitomo Rubber South Africa’s locally 
produced Truck Bus and Radial (TBR) 
range brings innovation, durability and 
high performance to the market, with 
products specifically designed to meet 
the challenges of African road conditions. 
Tyres are designed using advanced 
Japanese technology, tested in Africa and 
manufactured in South Africa, ensuring 
commercial fleets have the right tyre for 
the country’s specific application in quality, 
standard and safety. b

Mileage
Mileage achieved on tyres 
will differ between fleets 

due to the application and 
vehicle type.

At Sumitomo  

Rubber South Africa,  

‘cradle to grave’ CPK is a big 

focus, taking into 

 account not only the 

original life of a tyre, but 

the total value that it has to 

offer, including the casing 

retreadability. 
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PLANT HIRE

THE PLANT HIRE INDUSTRY IN TIMES OF 
MACRO-ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY

A
ddressing the question of how plant hire solutions 
help plant-driven businesses manage their capital 
equipment better, Rentworks Africa business manager 
Sumaya Rahim says plant hire is a “perfect solution” 
for short-term projects where the purchase of new or 

used equipment is too expensive to be justified in the project.
She says plant hire can be an effective stop gap between time 

of delivery of new equipment and work commitments that need 
to be carried out.

“Plant hire contracts are generally regarded as off balance-
sheet finance and are usually very flexible, allowing customers to 
get out of contracts with minimal costs, whereas an equipment 
lease contract with a funder will always have a financial 
settlement to be dealt with. Depending on the age of the 
agreement, the settlement amount could be very significant.”  

Plant hire solutions can help plant-driven 

businesses to better manage their capital 

equipment, but the plant hire industry, like most 

others, is faced by uncertainty in the macro-

economic environment and commodity pricing, 

which causes bottlenecks in OEMs’ ability to 

deliver equipment. Capital Equipment News talks to 

a plant hire service provider and a heavy equipment 

auctioneer to find out more.

Plant hire contracts are generally 
regarded as off balance-sheet 
finance and are usually very flexible.
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She says plant hire contracts are 
much easier to conclude with plant hire 
companies than applying for equipment 
finance at a bank.

Eduard Faig, regional sales manager at 
Ritchie Bros., a globally leading industrial 
asset management provider and supplier 
of capital equipment to rental companies 
among others, says that fleet owners 
wishing to sell capital equipment via 
their auctions and marketplaces have the 
advantage of not having to organise the sale 
themselves.

“It can be daunting and time-consuming 
to sell privately,” he says. Auctions are 
great, however, they are not always the 
best solution for each situation, which is 
why Ritchie Bros. offers not only auctions 
but also an online marketplace with reserve 
option and a listing platform.

 Ritchie Bros. has also developed 
technology to help manage fleets. 

“With Ritchie Bros. Asset Solutions, fleet 
owners have access to a suite of solutions, 
including an inventory management system 
with real-time integration of the users’ own 
data, accurate asset pricing valuations and 
easy disposition workflows.” 

He says even experienced equipment 
fleet managers often spend a lot of time 
searching online for OEM part numbers, 
sending emails to suppliers, matching 
prices and correcting invoices of purchased 
parts. SmartEquip, part of the ‘Ritchie Bros. 
family’, offers technology that connects 
equipment owners with manufacturers 
and makes spare part procurement and 
maintenance much easier. 

“Rental companies that already work 
with SmartEquip are seeing massive 
efficiency gains.”
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Plant hire is a “perfect solution” for short-term projects 
where the purchase of new or used equipment is too 
expensive to be justified in the project

Plant hire contracts are generally regarded as off balance-
sheet finance and are usually very flexible, allowing 
customers to get out of contracts with minimal costs

SmartEquip offers technology that connects equipment 
owners with manufacturers and makes spare part 
procurement and maintenance much easier

These uncertain times are causing bottlenecks in OEMs’ 
ability to deliver equipment

When productivity in the construction industry is high and 
heavy equipment supply chains are restrained, both rental 
demand and used equipment demand are strong

With Ritchie Bros. Asset 

Solutions, fleet owners 

have access to a suite of 

solutions, including an 

inventory management 

system with real-time 

integration of the users’ 

own data, accurate 

asset pricing valuations 

and easy disposition 

workflows.

With Ritchie Bros. Asset Solutions, fleet 
owners have access to a suite of solutions, 
including an inventory management system.
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Uncertain economic environment
Uncertainty in the macro-economic 
environment and commodity pricing 
affects demand for plant hire, says Rahim. 

“These uncertain times are causing 
bottlenecks in OEMs’ ability to deliver 
equipment. Potentially significant increases 
in local interest rates, the possibility of 
a weaker rand and the existing reality of 
increased fuel prices will make machines 
more expensive to import and operate,” 
she says.

Faig adds that when productivity in the 
construction industry is high and heavy 
equipment supply chains are restrained, 
both rental demand and used equipment 
demand are strong. 

“One indicator is the bidder attendance 
at Ritchie Bros. auctions and price 
performance on key equipment categories. 
Typical rental machines sold at Ritchie 
Bros. can see an up to 30% price increase 
due to intensified bidding activity. While 
those looking to sell have the wind in their 
sails, we are also seeing more buying 
activity from rental businesses.” He says 
that even rental businesses who normally 
might not consider buying used machinery 
are now looking through Ritchie Bros.’ 
inventories for low-hour, quality used 
machines.

 
The future
On the future of the plant hire industry 
around the world, Rahim says plant hire 
has been around for a long time and will 
continue to do so.

“We think there will be some interesting 
innovation when it comes to marketplaces 
for plant hire service providers and 
customers to come together, as well as 
opportunities for traditional plant hire 
companies to develop their business models 
into fintech-type businesses.”

According to Faig, the industry’s 
digitalization has accelerated in the last two 
years and will continue to do so. 

“Businesses now are much more 
confident buying, managing and selling 
heavy equipment through online channels. 
Auctions are a part of that too.” He says 
the company’s online timed auctions, for 
example, have seen “massive growth over 
the last years”, with more buyers and sellers 
joining from South Africa.

“We have a great team available to help 
rental businesses figure out the optimal 
disposition strategy, but the starting point 
of our conversations with customers 
is broader than auctions alone. First, 
we listen and understand the business 
on a deeper level. From there, we can 
offer insights, services and transaction 
solutions,” he says. b
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“While those looking to sell have the wind in their 
sails, we are also seeing more buying activity from 

rental businesses.”

 Eduard Faig, regional sales manager at 
Ritchie Bros.

“Uncertainty in the macro-economic environment and 
commodity pricing affect demand for plant hire.”

 
Sumaya Rahim, business manager, 

Rentworks Africa

When productivity 
in the construction 
industry is high and 
heavy equipment 
supply chains are 
restrained, both rental 
demand and used 
equipment demand 
are strong.

Plant hire can be an effective 
stop gap between time of 
delivery of new equipment and 
work commitments that need 
to be carried out.
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Ctrack LEADS THE WAY WITH CONTINUOUS INNOVATION

C
track is a South African com-
pany with solutions for South 
Africans, developed locally 
through continuous research 
and development. South Africa’s 

harsh business environment, especially the 
last two years, means that Ctrack’s product 
development had to cater to unique business 
difficulties while improving efficiencies for 
owners who must ensure positive cashflows 
in a highly competitive environment. The 
output of the product solutions that provide 
quality data interpretation of fleet opera-
tions in South Africa has a global appeal.

When developing and refining its 
operation, Ctrack always considers the five 
keys of fleet management around which all 
solutions are developed. Risk; cost control; 
fleet utilisation; operations control and 
asset control remain at the core of all the 
solutions that Ctrack offers.

Ctrack’s high quality, reliable fleet 
specific in-cab solutions that operate with 
its On-The-Road application are now also 
available for mobile Android devices, 
eliminating the need for a second piece of 
hardware inside vehicles. A basic Android 
6 device with 2 GB RAM, an internal GPS 
and Bluetooth will suffice. The OTR solution 
combines navigation and fleet experience 
into a platform that integrates with Ctrack’s 
software platforms for easy data extraction.

Drivers are a key part of running fleets 
successfully and efficiently, and Ctrack’s OTR 
solutions allow drivers to complete their daily 
tasks as required. Features include driver 
behaviour monitoring, navigation, driver status, 
messaging, task management, voice calls and 
behaviour history. This new development saves 
operators money while empowering their 
drivers with a powerful tool in hand. 

Ctrack’s unique software capability, 
SMILE, is the perfect solution for 
challenging operational environments and 
bespoke solutions. With SMILE, operators 
can create unique efficiency and risk outputs 
that create endless opportunities to measure 
and solve an operator’s critical KPIs. 

For example, in high-risk environments 
such as cash-in-transit or valuable goods 
deliveries, integration through SMILE with 
risk-reducing technology such as gunfire 
detection or foam encapsulation technology 
with the ability to match various planned 
delivery addresses, ensure complete control 
of high-risk packages and leads to unique 

monitoring and reporting options in the 
online software platform. This ability creates 
the option to activate risk mitigation actions 
immediately, reduce risk, and improve 
customer service levels. 

The same system used within agricultural 
sectors, such as the milk industry, allows 
fleet managers to set up geo zones with 
pre-defined speed limits on certain routes. 
Speed can be controlled on gravel roads by 
activating a speed limiter. These simple yet 
effective actions reduce wear and tear on 
the vehicle, reduce warranty claims, and in 
essence leads to less time for the vehicle 
spent in workshops. The uptime of the 
vehicle again brings about improved vehicle 
efficiency and pushes service levels to the 
next level within service level agreements 
for fleet clients. 

Driver fatigue is a very serious problem 
with high demand on production and 
service delivery. By creating a SMILE script 
to monitor the driving hours, the Ctrack 
device can be configured to alert the driver 
audibly when driving time limits or distance 
is reached. If the driver chooses to ignore 
warnings, the Ctrack technology, through 
the SMILE script, can put the vehicle into 
limp mode (reduced speed and engine 
power) to ensure that the driver takes the 
required break.

A growing threat to the economy and 
various industries is that of jamming. This 
unscrupulous practice directly impacts 
fleets’ risk and not only interferes with the 
transmission of telematics data that has 
become a vital part of successfully running 
a fleet operation but can also prevent the 
tracking of vehicles or assets as part of a 
stolen vehicle recovery attempt. Ctrack’s 

Leading fleet management and asset monitoring solutions provider Ctrack is continuously innovating in order 

to provide its customers with the latest solutions in an ever-changing environment. 

FLEET MANAGEMENT

jamming detection technology reacts 
accordingly by implementing several 
mitigating protocols.

Owning and operating vehicles efficiently 
relies on information, no matter the industry. 
Having the correct information in a tangible 
format is imperative to making the right 
decisions. The Live Productivity Dashboard, 
which forms part of the online software 
suite, provides a 24-hour timeline of vehicle 
or asset movement, allowing for quick and 
easy dissemination and management of 
fleets. Users can view the movement and 
stationary times as well as driving times in 
a single graphical view. Stopping locations 
and operating times allow fleet managers 
to identify unauthorised usage of vehicles 
quickly. Ctrack’s Fleet Monitoring Service 
is a complete outsourcing option of fleet 
control room activities and a perfect solution 
for managing larger fleets. Analytics of 
data while considering hindsight, insight, 
foresight and concise reporting allows 
for the streamlining of a fleet operation, 
enabling business owners to spend more 
time managing their business.

Real-time support is on hand as dedicated 
fleet controllers meticulously monitor 
vehicle movements, route control, incidents, 
alerts and alarms. Thorough interrogation 
and interpretation of data allows for easier 
decision-making and ultimately reduces 
costs and improves operations.

Ctrack has industry-specific solutions to 
monitor, manage and control various assets, 
including cars, trucks, trailers, containers, 
generators, packages and confidential 
deliveries, and the software to back it up, 
which is why Ctrack is a one-stop-shop for 
all your fleet management needs. b

Ctrack has industry-specific 
solutions to monitor, manage and 
control various assets, including 
cars, trucks, trailers, containers, 
generators, packages and 
confidential deliveries, and the 
software to back it up.
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

O
wning and operating vehicle 
fleets is part of everyday 
business for most South Af-
rican small enterprises such 
as builders, plumbers, and 

electricians. Since transportation doesn’t 
form part of their core business operation, 
many of these owners find it challenging 
to optimise their fleets as they are often 
unaware of how to do so.

However, optimising fleet operations 
is more straightforward than most small 
business owners think, and it can help them 
save money by reducing the cost of operation 
per vehicle. 

“No matter how many vehicles a business 
operates, an effective telematics solution can 
provide business leaders with access to and 
control over their vehicle data, along with the 
tools and features needed to optimise their 
vehicle usage,” says Justin Manson, sales 
director at Webfleet Solutions. “As a result, 
businesses can improve driver behaviour that 
may harm the brand’s reputation and damage 
vehicles, get more jobs completed on time, 
and encourage fuel-efficient driving."

Telematics is more than just GPS fleet 
tracking; it provides managers with real-time 
data by combining software and hardware 
installed in each vehicle. This technology 
can collect speed and driver behaviour data, 
such as harsh braking and acceleration, and 

HOW SA’S SMALL BUSINESSES CAN CUT COSTS 
WITH TELEMATICS

excessive idling, which helps small business-
es save on fuel costs, improve vehicle and 
people management, as well as driver and 
vehicle safety. 

If telematics technology sounds like the 
right solution for your organisation, then the 
following guide will help you choose the most 
suitable supplier for your business. 

Identify the business needs
It is crucial to determine what business 
goals you want to accomplish before 
investing in telematics – for example, do 
you want to solve an existing problem or 
do you just want to cut costs by saving 
money and streamlining processes?

Consider ranking the benefits of telemat-
ics by importance for your business to help 
you determine this, including more efficient 
planning control, higher productivity, reducing 
costs, or more accurate record-keeping.

Knowing your business needs will help you 
find a telematics provider who can provide 
the right solution.

Involve your colleagues
A fleet management solution isn't just 
beneficial for your drivers; it can also benefit 
departments across the business, from IT to 
finance and even HR. Consider taking time 
to identify colleagues who will use some 
aspect of the fleet management solution and 

ask for their input.
Most importantly, keep your drivers, or a 

representative of your drivers, in the loop. 
They’ll be the ones using the system daily, so 
they must understand the system's benefits. 
This stage will also be ideal for listening to 
and addressing concerns about how such a 
system will affect work, security, and privacy.

Ask suppliers for proposals
Now that you know what you want, it's time 
to start browsing. When reaching out to 
telematics suppliers, let them know what 
your priority objectives are, and then ask 
them to submit a proposal to you regarding 
the solution they think suits your business 
best.

Not only is this the simplest way to get 
the information you need, without having to 
wade through webpages and brochures, it 
will also give you a good idea of what the 
supplier is like to deal with and how they 
handle clients.

Include everything in the contract
Once you’ve decided on a solution, you 
can start discussing the terms, conditions, 
and rates with the supplier. Don’t forget to 
arrange planning, installation, training, and 
service. After all, you want to ensure every-
one can operate the new system effectively.

Lastly, ensure you set out everything in 
a contract, with main-
tenance, warranty, and 
security agreements. It's 
also advisable to reach 
agreements on data 
privacy through separate 
processing agreements. 
With this, you specify who 
has access to which data 
and why.

“When weeding out 
supplier proposals, make 
sure you understand pre-
cisely what your telematics 
will deliver, including 
functionalities like vehicle 
tracking, driver behaviour 
analysis, navigation, 
geofencing, and reports. 
So, discuss the system’s 
functionalities with suppli-
ers,” says Manson.b
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Equipment supplier moves with the times

ELB Equipment is taking a hands-on approach to solve 
rapidly evolving needs of customers in the mining and 
construction industries where access to finance and longer 
lifespans of equipment are among the issues being faced 
by operators of equipment in post-pandemic times.

Companies in these industries face equal measures 
of opportunity and hardship calling for unique and rapid 
solutions to a growing range of emerging requirements. 

The 102-year-old company has introduced new solutions 
including new products and services, as well as moving 
a host of specialists to the public stage to ensure that 
customers get the results they need. The improvements 
and additions to the range have been driven by customer 
feedback and in-depth surveys, as well as information 
gathered on sites.

ELB Equipment divisional director Danie Gerber says 
customers are expecting more from their equipment 
suppliers and OEM representatives than just servicing and 
supplying equipment. In these times, they expect suppli-
ers to ringfence products for their purposes and provide 
technical assistance with improved access to finance and 
tailor-made terms to suit individual clients. 

“Considering that we have the largest branch network 
out of any equipment supplier in southern Africa, it is com-
paratively easy to drive change through all regions quickly 
and effectively. In addition, we have moved our branch 
and service centre locations in certain areas to better suit 
our customers.

“We have introduced a world-leading, locally developed 
telematics system which will be a standard feature across 
our entire range of products. 

He says these key initiatives are supported by 
ongoing training of staff in job-related skills develop-
ment, as well as team effectiveness and accountability 
training. The company’s management and sales teams 
also undergo regular leadership and sales development 
training to harness change. An all-new ERP manage-
ment system and logistics system overhaul will ensure 
streamlined business processes and better integration 
with business requirements. 

“We know the standards of the products we offer are 

among the best and our sales and 
service staff are among the most 
experienced. It therefore remains 
important for us to keep moving 
forward and finding better and 
faster ways of delivering the types 
of services our customers need. 

“This initiative provides the 

management team with a means 
of evaluating what customers’ 
requirements are. The survey has 
provided us with the information 
and a benchmark to work from 
as we strive to perform at the 
highest levels in future,” says 
Gerber.b

MINING NEWS

http://blcplant.com/
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Sandvik Mining & Rock Solutions’ recently 
launched Remote Monitoring Service opens 
the door to improved uptime, lower cost per 
hour and increased operator safety.

Leveraging the powerful telemetry and 
data acquisition capability of its mining 
equipment, Sandvik Mining & Rock Solu-
tions is rolling out its Remote Monitoring 
Service, which analyses data to optimise 
uptime. By translating vast amounts of data 
from underground mining equipment into 
actionable recommendations, Remote Mon-
itoring Service can also reduce the cost per 
hour of production equipment and lengthen 
its lifespan. 

According to Imraan Amod, business line 
manager services responsible for southern 
Africa at Sandvik Mining & Rock Solutions, 
the innovative system effectively merges 
telemetry data from the equipment fleet 
with Sandvik’s digital and OEM technical 
expertise. 

“This includes a global pool of reference 
data and in-depth analytical skills, which 
combine to produce actionable recom-
mendations for continuous improvement 
of mining operations,” says Amod. “We 
know our equipment through and through, 
so we are uniquely positioned to maximise 
its productivity wherever our data analysis 
presents an opportunity.” 
By monitoring and analysing machine data 

Sandvik Mining & Rock Solutions converts data into action

and operator behaviour, Remote Monitoring 
Service can answer important technical 
questions to help streamline operations. For 
instance, it gives insight into why one oper-
ator consistently achieves better productivi-
ty than another. 

“An example of what Remote Monitoring 
Service offers is the avoidance of improper 
gear selection,” he says. “It can identify 
incorrect gear selection when driving uphill 
and downhill, utilising algorithms tailored to 
the conditions at the customer’s mine.”

Another scenario is premature engine 
failure. Remote Monitoring Service uses 
a neural network to observe operational 
signals from the engine. This determines the 
possible defect before it leads to power loss 
and engine breakdown. 

In addition to technical improvements, 

there is also the bigger picture of stakehold-
er expectations. Emerging social investors 
and other stakeholders today expect results 
and transparency around decarbonisa-
tion and sustainability, not just financial 
performance. Remote Monitoring Service 
can identify opportunities for reduced fuel 
consumption so that mines can focus their 
operator training accordingly. 

The service is primarily designed for 
underground mining, suitable for both large 
and small operations as well as all types 
of underground production equipment. 
Remote Monitoring Service does not require 
customers to invest heavily in IT infrastruc-
ture or associated resources. Rather, the 
service provides a high return on the initial 
investment along with short lead times and 
low risks. b

Underpinning the popularity of Envirotech® 
pumps is Weir Minerals Africa’s ongoing in-
vestment and support, as well as the pumps’ 
integration into various pumping solutions 
offered by the company.

According to Marnus Koorts, GM pumps 
at Weir Minerals Africa, Envirotech® pumps 
are especially popular in the gold mining 
sector, where up to 200 of these pumps can 
be found on a single site. He says there are 
three ranges in the Envirotech® line-up, 
which Weir Minerals Africa acquired in 
1994 and continues to develop and support. 

“The Envirotech C5 range of metal pumps 
has always been a favourite for dirty water 
applications, and is widely used in mine 
dewatering,” says Koorts. “Its high pressure 
capacity of 6 900 kPa makes it ideal for high 
head applications.”

The Alpha range of Envirotech® pumps 
is rubber-lined to resist abrasion, while the 
Envirotech® ME pump with metal expeller 
and Envirotech® MG pump with metal gland 
are unlined. 

“When selecting and sizing their pumps, 
customers can choose from our range of 

Envirotech pumps popularity continues in Africa

metal alloys including our Ultrachrome and 
Hyperchrome alloys,” he says. “There is also 
a wide range of rubber linings on offer, from 
our R55 premium grade elastomer to butyl 
rubber formulations.”

The technology incorporated into Enviro-
tech® pumps makes them a valuable part of 
Weir Minerals Africa’s engineered-to-order 
solutions and pontoons, where they are 
integrated with other products like Linatex® 
hoses and Isogate® valves. Koorts also 
highlights that the company’s Synertrex® 
smart analytics platform can be applied to 
Envirotech® pumps, for remote monitoring 
of equipment health.

Among the most important aspects of 
the expertise that Weir Minerals Africa 
has applied to its Envirotech® pumps is its 
Wear Reduction Technology (WRT®), which 
gives them not only longer wear life but also 
higher operating efficiencies.

In a recent highly abrasive application, 
the WRT® impeller in the Envirotech® 
pump delivered double the lifespan of a 
replicator’s impeller. The Envirotech® pump 
consumed almost a fifth less electricity each 

A fully assembled Envirotech Alpha pump 
fitted with WRT technology parts.

year, saving the user many times more than 
the value of the component itself.

The Envirotech® pump range is cast and 
manufactured in South Africa, and support-
ed through the company’s extensive branch 
footprint throughout Africa and the Middle 
East. b
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Weir Minerals marks a great decade with Warman Dirty Water Pump

Installed on a Multiflo pontoon 
barge, the Warman DWU can 
easily pump over long distances.

It has been 10 years since 
Weir Minerals Africa sold its first 
Warman® dirty water unit (DWU) 
pump, with the locally developed 
and manufactured innovation achiev-
ing success in Africa and abroad.

According to Weir Minerals 
Africa head of engineering Chris-
tian Stehle, the Warman® DWU 
pump was designed to fill a gap in 
the market between conventional 
slurry pumps and clear water 
pumps. It succeeded in combining 
the best of both pump categories, 
to create a product with the wear 
resistance and robustness of the 
slurry pump and the efficiency of 
a clear water pump.

“We wanted a solution that 
would meet the needs of cus-
tomers who wanted to pump 
water with a specific gravity of 
up to 1,05,” says Stehle. “They 

usually needed to do this over 
long distances, and often with 
high heads.”

He notes that the Warman® 
DWU pump can deliver high perfor-
mance along with energy efficiency 
and reliability, without being sus-
ceptible to high component wear 
rates and premature mechanical 
failure due to dirt levels in water.

As the Warman® DWU pump 
was marketed through the global 
Weir Minerals network, it has 
also established itself in markets 
as far afield as Canada. 

The range has been enhanced 
over the years on a number of 
fronts, including its materials of 
construction. It is now available 
in stainless steel and in other 
hard-wearing materials for acidic 
applications. Initially developed 
with the traditional gland seal 
arrangement, it now includes the 
mechanical seal and the centrifu-
gal seal as options. 

Kwatani screens support golden opportunity in Namibia

The single deck Kwatani screen being 
prepared for final testing before being 
transported

Namibia’s bustling mining scene is seeing 
an exciting expansion and technological in-
novation at a leading gold mining operation, 
with Kwatani supplying five mill discharge 
screens – all custom designed and manufac-
tured at its Gauteng facilities.

Kim Schoepflin, CEO of Kwatani, says her 
company has a long history in Namibia and 
a strong footprint across various commod-
ities there – including an established pres-
ence at this gold mine. It has worked with 
the engineering, procurement and construc-
tion (EPC) contractor and the end-customer 
for two to three years on conceptualising 
the optimal solution.

“The mine is gearing up to increase its 
production by 50%, to take advantage of 
the strong gold price,” says Schoepflin. 
“Our role was to ensure that our discharge 
screens meet their exact process require-
ments – with our efficiencies of up to 95% 
– while delivering mechanical integrity for 
minimal maintenance downtime.”

The expansion includes the installation of 
a high-pressure grinding roll (HPGR) mill and 
a vertical mill which will boost production 
while reducing energy demand. Kwatani’s 
mill discharge screens, each measuring 
3 m by 8 m, will handle the coarse and fine 

material from the HPGR 
and the vertical mill. The 
company will also supply 
three silo feeders of 1,2 m 
by 2,5 m in size, to feed 
material from the silo to 
conveyors. 

“Our screen design opti-
mises the retention time on 
the deck, allowing for bet-
ter screening and stratifica-
tion,” she says. “Due to the 
volume of slurry and water 
sprayed onto the screens, 
the added retention time assists with better 
drainage at lower cut points.” 

The coarse screens were designed at 
a decline, and feature a larger screening 
media aperture with higher amplitude and 
stroke. Together with lower speed, this 
achieves better screening efficiency for 
the coarser particles. The fine horizontal 
screens, with smaller aperture screening 
media for the finer feed, were designed with 
a higher speed and lower amplitude and 
stroke to optimise the screening efficiency 
of the finer feed to these screens.

She also highlights the attention paid to 
the isolation of the vibrating screens. In this 
case, Kwatani engineers selected rubber 
buffers, which have higher dynamic loads 
but are more suited to wet applications and 

Modern design tools have allowed a continuous improve-
ment in the evolution of the Warman® DWU pump, he 
says. With 3D modelling of complex shapes, as well as 3D 
printing technology, the application of Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) has enhanced progress.

“The success of this pump in as little as a decade is a 
testament to Weir Minerals Africa’s design and manufac-
turing capability, as well as our understanding of customer 
requirements,” he says. b

screens with a heavier mass.
“The number and type of buffers were 

defined according to the mass of the 
screens,” says Schoepflin. “The selection 
of rubber buffers for larger screens also 
assists with start-up and shutdown time, 
allowing the screens to come to rest more 
effectively.”

For these five screens, Kwatani designed 
and supplied custom counter-balance 
frames to minimise the dynamic load to the 
plant infrastructure. The company’s screen 
technology includes designing its exciters 
in-house. This ensures that screens receive 
the necessary G-forces for optimal material 
stratification and screening, matching cus-
tomers’ process requirements with the best 
possible efficiencies. b
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Anglo American Platinum continues to grow its procurement from communities in 2022

Blue skies ahead for MMC with Volvo A40G

Anglo American Platinum continues to 
grow its procurement from communities 
in 2022, following the award of a 
groundbreaking contract of R1,2-billion to 
10 community-owned trucking companies 
to transport its concentrate from its mines 
to its processing plants in 2021.

The contract means that 100% of concen-
trate produced by Platinum’s mines in Lim-
popo will be transported to its processing 
operations in Rustenburg, Polokwane and 
Northam by the community-owned compa-
nies. Previously, host community suppliers 
only transported about 17% of the concen-
trate volumes, and were largely sub-con-
tracted to larger logistics companies.  

Natascha Viljoen, CEO of Platinum, said 
that between 2016 and 2021, the miner 
had increased its procurement from host 
and doorstep communities around its op-
erations by more than 500% to its current 
level of R5,3-billion. 

“Our local procurement spend demon-
strates our commitment to building sus-
tainable and thriving communities. Anglo 
American has always seen mining as a 
catalyst for broad-based development, and 
community procurement goes far beyond 
philanthropy or corporate social responsi-
bility to ensure that our host communities 
become direct beneficiaries of the mining 
operations that take place in their back 
yards,” says Viljoen. 

The company’s commitment to commu-
nity upliftment includes the promotion of 

various empowerment initiatives, including 
an enhanced engagement of suppliers from 
previously disadvantaged sectors of the 
economy, with a specific focus on black-
owned, women-owned and youth-owned 
businesses. 

Skills and enterprise development play 
a critical role in successful community 
procurement. For the transport contract, 
while the local trucking companies are 
contracted directly to Platinum, their sched-
ules, administration and technical support 
are being managed by JSE-listed Imperial 
Logistics, ensuring that those skills are 
transferred to these businesses for them to 
be able to do it on their own in future. The 
five-year contracts will allow the trans-

To mark Mbuyelo Mining Contractors’ 
(MMC’s) purchase of its 30th Volvo 
truck, Babcock presented the mining 
contractor with a uniquely branded Volvo 
A40G articulated hauler, sporting MMC’s 
signature blue and company logo on the 
‘nose’ of the truck. 

MMC has been increasing its fleet of 
Volvo Construction Equipment over the 
last six years and has purchased 28 Volvo 
A40G articulated dump trucks and two other 
Volvo machines for its mining operations in 
Belfast, Hendrina and Delmas. 

Part of the Mbuyelo Group, a well-estab-
lished ‘home-grown mining giant’, MMC’s 
blue-sky thinking has seen the company 
expanding its mining contractor operations 
over the last decade. Kurhula Bilankulu, an 
engineer at MMC, says the company started 
off by purchasing rebuilt machines for min-
ing operations until it was able to purchase 
its own new machinery. 

“The Volvo A40G ADTs are ideal for open-

cast mining as they are powerful enough 
for going up the ramps at steep gradients. 
One of the standout features is the stats 
analysis software system installed in the 
machine, which enables us to improve on 
efficiencies.” 

He says the machines have been per-
forming well, achieving 85% availability on 
average. He also says that the back-up and 
support received from Babcock, as well as 
a full end-to-end offering including finance 
options and servicing, have played a role in 
building a the relationship. 

“We have received excellent technical 
support from Babcock, and meet with the 
Babcock technical team monthly to align 
the expectations between ourselves and 
Babcock,” says Bilankulu. 

Sales Representative for Babcock Mark 
Barrett says ensuring that expectations are 
aligned is the company’s core objective of 
collaborating with its customers.

Babcock, the exclusive distributor of 

Volvo Construction Equipment in south-
ern Africa, is currently ranked one of the 
market leaders in ADT sales and holds 
in excess of 40% of the 40-tonne ADT 
market share in southern Africa. Designed 
for heavy hauling and renowned for long 
service life, reliability and durability, Volvo 
A40Gs continue to be popular in the open-
cast mining sector. 

The latest features on the A40G ADTs aim 
to boost productivity, comfort and safety 
with a new Optishift function to make load-
ing and dumping easier and faster; cruise 
control for more comfortable long hauls and 
bumpy roads, and downhill speed control. 

These features, together with the Volvo 
engine and drivetrain; Automatic Traction 
Control including 100% differential locks; 
all-terrain bogie and hydro-mechanical 
steering, combine to create a powerful ma-
chine that can handle heavy-duty workloads 
while delivering high fuel efficiency and 
superior hauling applications. b

porters to obtain financing to purchase 
their own vehicles, and ultimately provide 
services to a wider range of customers 
by learning from Imperial’s world-class 
logistics practices.

“As part of our inclusive procurement 
programme, our supply chain teams worked 
closely with Anglo American’s enterprise 
development arm, Zimele, social perfor-
mance and site production teams to ensure 
host community suppliers can benefit from 
concentrate transport tenders. This agree-
ment demonstrates Platinum’s commitment 
to building thriving communities where we 
operate and to support the creation of off-
mine jobs through inclusive procurement,” 
says Viljoen. b
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How to turn your telescopic handler into a real crusher

New Cat® D1 Mulcher features sloped hood styling, high-performance powertrain

Telehandlers have seen growing 
popularity on urban construction sites; 
they are rapidly becoming a solid choice 
for getting work done in tight urban areas 
because contractors see the benefits 
these multi-purpose machines can offer.

The ‘’zoom boom’’ can be used as a 
work platform or as a mini-crane to lift 
loads, to move and place materials and 
can also fit MB Crusher attachments and 
become a jaw crusher or a screener to sift 
residue material and clean up the site.  

By plugging in an MB Crusher attach-
ment to the hydraulic system you can 
extend the duties of the telehandler that 
can be carried out by just one machine 
and one operator. 
What makes telescopic handlers a great 
companion for MB’s crusher unit is the 
operator’s choice. When equipped, they 
can serve as substitutes for backhoe 
loaders, and together they can guaran-
tee better mobility and less expensive 
performance. 
Connecting a telescopic handler with an 
MB Crusher attached is therefore the 

winning choice, so let’s see which type of 
units can be mounted.  
The MB-L line of attachments will trans-
form the telehandler into a jaw crusher. 
There are four models to choose from and 
the carrier will scoop up debris and crush 
all rubble into backfill material.  

 The MB-HDS line offers four models 
which will change a telehandler into a 
machine able to select and reduce a multi-
tude of materials – from excavated soil to 
demolition debris and plasterboards – can 
be re-purposed immediately. The inno-

 The new Cat® D1 Mulcher with its 
high-performance powertrain, closed-
loop hydraulics and upgraded screening, 
is designed to optimise performance 
when clearing a mix of small- to medium-
diameter materials. Design-matched with 
the rugged Cat HM518 Mulcher, the D1 
Mulcher clears a 188,2 cm wide strip on 
each pass, making it the right machine 
for construction and maintenance, site 
development, tree management and 
firebreak clearing.  

The mulcher is powered by the 77,6 kW 
Cat C3.6 diesel engine meeting US EPA 
Tier 4 Final/EU Stage V emission stan-
dards. An alternate emissions package for 
the C3.6 is available to meet Tier 3-equiv-
alent standards. The machine’s lower 
sloping hood line improves visibility to the 
mulching head. A standard auto reversing 
fan purges debris from the radiator and 
enclosures, plus the hinged grill requires 
no tools to access the radiator for cleaning.

Isolating machine vibration from the 
operator to reduce fatigue, the Cat 
HM518 Mulcher controls are mounted on 
the air-suspension seat. Inside the pres-
surised, heated and air-conditioned cab, 
an intuitive operator interface features a 
25,4 cm colour touchscreen monitor with 
standard reversing camera display. An 
in-cab drum indicator offers quick glance 

of drum speed and direction to help 
the operator manage ground speed and 
mulching productivity.

Featuring cladding material in high-
wear areas, the new HM518 Mulcher 
frame offers increased service life. 
Bolt-on wear plates deliver long wear life 
and are quickly replaced. Offering a drum 
speed range of 2 150 to 2 450 rpm, the 
drum’s 38 fixed teeth feature a single-bolt 
carbide tooth retention design for simple 
replacement. Its closed-loop hydraulic 
circuit includes load-sensing hydraulics 
to prevent rotor damage when hitting 
an obstruction. The HM518 Mulcher has 
a 78,7 cm maximum lift height; 36,8 cm 

maximum tilt and 25° maximum angle to 
either side.

Standard sweeps, screens, windows 
plus rearguard help to protect both the 
operator and machine when mulching. 
With its specially designed tractor 
platform, the D1 Mulcher is balanced and 
rugged to increase efficiency. Contrac-
tors can choose between the conven-
tional (XL) or low-ground-pressure (LGP) 
undercarriage design, offering 40,4 cm or 
63,5 cm track shoe widths respectively. 
The new D1 Mulcher can be equipped 
with an optional variable-pitch/angle/tilt 
(VPAT) blade in XL, LGP or Intermediate 
configuration. b

vation of this line lies with the ease of 
which the rotating shafts can be changed 
on site. With one HDS unit and different 
rotating shafts, the telehandler can be 
considered a multi-purpose system able to 
process a multitude of materials. 

The MB-LS line offers two rotary 
screening buckets that will be ideal when 
precision is needed, nothing bigger than 
the size of the hole will pass through. The 
chosen grid size can be changed on site 
by unscrewing a few bolts. b

CONSTRUCTION NEWS
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New Cat® 333 excavator offers more digging force and durability 

New compact milling machine headlines at World of Asphalt 2022

The new Cat® 333 Hydraulic Excavator 
offers an increased bucket size, up 
to 10% more bucket force and up to 
15% more stick force than the Cat 330. 
In addition to its 15% extra digging 
force, the 333 excavator boasts wide 
track gauge and reinforced. Extended 
maintenance intervals combine with a 
fuel-efficient hydraulic system and two 
engine power mode options to lower 
cost-per-hour operation.

Reinforced linkage, sticks and booms 
help to deliver higher digging forces when 
excavating tough materials. The frame is 
reinforced to ensure a long service life 
while performing at higher capacity.

Powered by the 194 kW Cat 7.1 
engine, the new 333 excavator features 
two engine operating modes – Power 
and Smart – to match the machine to 
jobsite conditions. Power mode delivers 
maximum power while Smart mode auto-
matically matches engine and hydraulic 
power to digging conditions, offering up 
to 10% fuel savings.

The large bucket capacity efficiently 
moves more material in fewer passes 
to improve productivity. The versatile 
333 excavator offers auxiliary hydraulic 
options to power a wide range of Cat 
attachments, including buckets, grap-
ples, hydraulic hammers, pulverisers, 
sheers, vibratory plate compactors and 
multi-processors. Its high ambient capa-
bility of 50˚C, cold-starting at tempera-
tures as low as -18˚C and ability to work 
at altitudes reaching to 4 500 m above 
sea level allows the machine to work in 
a wide range of climates.

Auto hydraulic warmup gets the new 
333 excavator to work faster when 

working in cold temperatures. 
Two levels of fuel filtration offer 
enhanced engine protection from 
diesel contaminants. A double 
element air intake filter with 
integrated precleaner features 
high dust capacity. A high-effi-
ciency hydraulic fan cools the 
engine on demand and offers an 
optional reverse function to keep 
the cores clean.

Featuring a sloped design, the 
track frame prevents mud and 
debris accumulation to reduce 
the risk of track damage. Grease 
sealed between track pins and 
bushings reduces travel noise 
and prevents debris infiltration to 
increase undercarriage life.

A push-to-start button or Op-
erator ID function offers keyless 
engine ignition. Using the unique 
Operator ID passcode, operators 
can program preferred power 
mode and joystick settings, and 
the excavator automatically recalls 
individual preferences.

The excavator’s 203 mm 
high-resolution touchscreen moni-
tor offers quick navigation through 
machine controls and provides easy access 
to the digital operator’s manual. Operators 
can switch to the optional Cat Stick Steer 
for simple one-hand operation of travel 
and turning.

Offering a 50% longer life than previ-
ous filter designs, the hydraulic oil filter 
features improved filtration performance, 
anti-drain valves and a 3 000-hour replace-
ment interval. Long-life fuel, oil, and air 
filters combine with synchronised 1 000-

hour oil and fuel filter service intervals to 
reduce downtime. The extended intervals 
eliminate the labour cost for nine oil and 
fuel filter changes and parts cost for 27 
oil and fuel filters over 10 000 machine 
operating hours. 

Product LinkTM automatically collects 
vital machine operating information such as 
location, hours, fuel usage, idle time, mainte-
nance alerts, diagnostic codes, and machine 
health, which can be viewed online through 
web and mobile applications. b

From 29 to 31 March 2022, the Wirtgen 
Group will be showing 11 exhibits 
representing a cross-section of its 
market-oriented and holistic solutions 
for the entire road construction 
process at the World of Asphalt 
2022 event in Nashville, USA. The 
highlight of the show, the W 120 Fi, 
celebrates its world premiere at the 
event as a representative of Wirtgen’s 
new generation of compact milling 
machines. 

On the some 840 m² of Booth 2302 at 
the show, the focus will be set not only 
on Wirtgen Group solutions, but also on 
the critical issues of cost-effectiveness 
and sustainability. b
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Training supervisors for a mechanised, automated future

Cooper&Cooper Group acquired by private female ownership

As mining embraces smart technologies for 
safer, more productive mining, so the skills 
of supervisors must broaden and adapt. 
This is placing new demands on the training 
required for supervisors of mechanised 
operations, in which Murray & Roberts 
Cementation is at the leading edge. 

Smart mining is a key focal point of 
leading underground mining contractor 
Murray & Roberts Cementation, and its 
digitisation strategy is strongly supported by 
its approach to supervisor training. 

“The Fourth Industrial Revolution is hav-
ing major impacts on how we mine, so it is 
to be expected that our training focus must 
adapt accordingly,” says Tony Pretorius, 
education, training and development (ETD) 
executive at Murray & Roberts Cementation. 

He says technology is improving safety 
and productivity in mining by facilitating 
automation, through either line-of-sight or 
tele-remote operation of equipment. 

This is placing new demands on super-
visors. The company is introducing a range 
of digitisation initiatives in its projects, 
including a condition monitoring system to 
track and monitor the health of trackless 
mining machines (TMMs).

“Supervisors today still need to manage 
processes, systems and schedules to meet 

their objectives,” he says. “They also need 
the capacity to interpret the wealth of data 
that digital technology produces.”

The Murray & Roberts Cementation 
Training Academy (MRTA) at Bentley Park 
near Carletonville prepares supervisors with 
a series of e-learning modules including 
TTM appreciation, supervisory soft skills, 
legal liability, and mine-specific standards 
and procedures. 

“This course teaches supervisors about 
various personality types, their strengths and 
weaknesses, and how the brain influences 
the behaviour of those personalities,” he 
says. “This helps our learners to understand 
the different approaches inherent in person-
ality types, and to take these into account in 
developing their leadership skills.”

The training itself involves two-dimen-
sional and three-dimensional animations in 
the classroom, as well as interactive touch-
screens. Supervisors are also exposed to the 
virtual reality space, where they are required 
to identify workplace hazards and risks and 
apply measures to manage these risks. 

“Our virtual reality modules include 
waiting place procedures, entry exam-
ination and safe declaration, as well as 
emergency preparedness and survey,” 
says Pretorius. “This is followed by learn-

Mining, industrial, marine and 
engineering products and applications 
supplier Cooper&Cooper Group has 
announced the securing of Level 1 Broad-
based Black Economic Empowerment 
(BBBEE) following a private female 
ownership acquisition.

 The group now boasts 100% black 
ownership by its black female CEO, Lorato 
Mogaki, who has 17 years’ experience in 
senior and executive level positions in the 
mining industry. As a progressive corpo-
rate entity, Cooper&Cooper Group views 
transformation and the empowerment of 
women as a business imperative, with the 
acquisition now forming the core of its 
business model.

 Founded in 1897 as a grain merchant, 
the company later evolved into a motor 
body shop with the advent of the motor 
car, being one of Johannesburg’s first 
panel beaters. The Cooper family later 
identified the need to start the Engineer-
ing Supplies division, launched with the 
agency for Carver Clamps which, to this 
day, are still sold by the company. 

The 1970s saw the business gravitate 

towards importing and trading in mining, 
lifting and safety equipment, having 
acquired the agency for the Nitchi range. 
The 1980s saw the first branch open in 
Welkom, followed by branches in Trichart 
and Rustenburg.

 Throughout the 2000s, the group con-
tinued to build into the new millennium, 
with continued growth in infrastructure 
and the additional rollout of countrywide 

branches and a wider vision. 
 Today Cooper&Cooper Group has sole 

agencies to distribute leading internation-
al brands in South Africa and on the Af-
rican continent, offering the local market 
a wide range of engineering and marine 
products across its Engineering Supplies; 
Marine Equipment Supplies; Liftworx; Re-
pairworx and Engineering Supplies Crane 
Services divisions. b

ing in the mock-up environment, where 
they perform marking on the 3D blast wall 
with laser technology, and also sequential 
firing and blast advances.” b

Tony Pretorius, ETD executive at Murray & 
Roberts Cementation.

Lorato Mogaki is the executive 
head of HR at Anglo American 
Platinum.
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FAW Trucks SA assembles its 8 000th unit at Coega Plant

The NAACAM MBA Scholarship recipient announced

On 9 February 2022, FAW Trucks 
celebrated another major milestone in 
its local history as the 8 000th locally 
assembled unit rolled out of its Coega 
manufacturing plant, just short of eight 
years after the production trial period 
commenced in May 2014.

The very first unit off the line in 2014 
was a 15.180FL, but the 2022 honour befell 
the newly introduced JH6 28.500FT, the 
flagship in the current local line-up.

“Since first entering the South African 
market 28 years ago, we have gone from 
strength to strength, providing local buyers 
with products of high quality that are not only 
well suited to local conditions, but also boast 
high levels of safety, convenience and com-
fort. We have managed to combine this with 
competitive pricing, low running costs and 
continuously improving aftersales service,” 
says Yongjun Li, CEO of FAW Trucks SA.

FAW Trucks took the top spot in the 
Heavy Commercial Vehicle (HCV) segment 
of the local market for the first time in 
the first quarter of 2021 and continues to 
maintain its strong sales performance.

Funded by the China FAW Group Corpo-
ration and the China-Africa Development 
Fund, the Coega facility was built at a cost 

of R600-million and spans some 30 000 m². 
“With a production capacity of 3 000 

units per annum, scalable to 5 000 as 
demand grows, we produced 1 539 units 
at the plant in 2021,” says Lei. “This will 
be ramped up to an average of around 200 
units per month in 2022, covering six to 
seven different models.

“If all goes according to plan, we are 
confident that we will assemble the 10 
000th unit in December this year,” he says.

All units arrive in South Africa in com-
pletely knocked-down form and are then 
assembled at Coega.

“The reason for our continued growth 
in South Africa is the fact that we cater to 
virtually every need,” explains Li. “Our line-
up includes freight carriers, truck tractors, 
tippers and mixers, all assembled to exact-
ing standards to be able to withstand the 
harsh conditions of the African continent.

“All current models in the local FAW 
Trucks range represent the strength, 
reliability, affordability and ease of oper-
ation that the brand and its products are 
renowned for. This means that every unit 
that leaves the Coega facility truly is ‘Built 
in South Africa, for Africa’.” b

The National Association of Automo-
tive Component and Allied Manufacturers 
(NAACAM) will provide one full scholarship 
to study towards a manufacturing focused 
GIBS MBA at the Toyota Wessels Institute 
for Manufacturing Studies (TWIMS) in 2022. 
The once-off scholarship, supported by 40 
NAACAM members, will be awarded in rec-
ognition of the late Dr Johan van Zyl, former 
chairperson of both Toyota South Africa Mo-
tors (Pty) Ltd and TWIMS.

 Dr van Zyl’s passion for education and 
people resulted in the establishment of 
TWIMS. His contribution to education and 
industrialisation in Africa was immense, 
and NAACAM, in partnership with TWIMS, 
supports this legacy through the scholarship.

 The South African manufacturing sector 
still lacks diversity as while upwards of 
1,6-million people are employed in manufac-
turing, fewer than 35% are women.

The reasons for this are varied, including 
the limited funding targeted at female edu-
cation and limited support for women-owned 
businesses. NAACAM’s MBA scholarship 
aims to bridge this gap for one African fe-
male working in an emerging industrial com-
pany.  NAACAM is delighted to announce 
that such a candidate has been identified. Ms 

Modiehi Evodia Phahlo will receive the 2022 
NAACAM MBA Scholarship.

 Phahlo is the Founder and CEO of Deedee 
(Pty) Ltd T/A Deedee Hygiene Solutions. 
She says that, “as a founder and CEO of a 
small business, the MBA will assist me in fur-
ther developing my technical and operational 
competencies.” The GIBS MBA taught at the 
TWIMS campus in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal, 
is a challenging but a rewarding manufactur-
ing-focused MBA, which requires candidates 

to have a strong academic background and 
passion for advancing the sector. Mr Mbon-
geni Ndlovu, who sits on the TWIMS Schol-
arship Committee and is TWIMS’s Research 
Head of African Trade and Industrialisation 
says Phahlo’s contribution to her community 
in her role as an ambassador promoting 
entrepreneurship in the manufacturing sector, 
and actively collaborating with other organ-
isations to create awareness of COVID-19 
made Evodia a noteworthy candidate.” b

TRANSPORT NEWS
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Volvo Trucks South Africa reached 7 589 
learners across South Africa with its Stop, 
Look, Wave road safety programme in the 
past three months. 

According to the World Health Organi-
sation (WHO), the lives of approximately 
1,3-million people are cut short annually 
because of road traffic crashes. Road traffic 
injuries are the leading cause of death for 
children and young adults aged between 5 
and 29 years, and more than half of all road 
traffic deaths are among vulnerable road us-
ers: pedestrians, cyclists, and motorcyclists.

Through the company’s own traffic 
research analysis of real-life accidents, 
it became clear that most road accidents 
involve human behaviour, and that children 
are the most vulnerable of all road traffic 
users. In 2015, Volvo Trucks took a step to-
wards improving this statistic and launched 
the Stop, Look, Wave campaign, also here in 
South Africa. Since then, tens of thousands 
of learners in both rural and urban schools 
have participated in the programme.

“Over the years, Volvo Trucks has devel-

Volvo Trucks road safety programme reaches thousands of children

oped many safety features for its products 
to limit the impact of traffic accidents on 
people,” said Valentia Hobbs, Volvo Trucks 
South Africa’s marketing and corporate 
affairs director. “Stop, Look, Wave is specif-
ically aimed at helping children understand 
how to best behave around trucks, buses 
and cars, and to ultimately keep them safe 
on the roads.” The interactive activations fa-
cilitate conversations with the participating 
children, and the message is brought home 
through various song and dance activities. 
Discussion and practical demonstrations 
also include information on the size of trucks 
and buses, their uses, when and how they 
operate, as well as the need for road users 
to be as visible as possible to truck drivers.  

“Part of the message to the children 
includes the fact that even though we can 
see a truck, we cannot be sure that the truck 
driver sees us due to the vehicle’s height and 
size,” says Hobbs. “They are taught to stop, 
look and, if possible, wave at the driver to 
get their attention before crossing a road.”

Volvo Trucks creates smart safety systems 

designed to monitor the truck behaviour 
and surrounding traffic to predict safety 
hazards and intervene to prevent accidents. 
The systems may be out of sight, but they 
are engineered to activate and support the 
driver in various traffic situations and. in the 
process, make the trucks as safe as possible 
for the driver and other road users. b

The local transport industry is showing 
steady signs of recovery from the global 
impact of COVID-19. A total of 27 075 trucks 
and buses were sold during 2021 in South 
Africa, an increase of 19% compared with 
previous years.  

Over the past two years, the local 
transport industry has shown growth 
but will be a bumpy road ahead to full 
economic recovery, requiring interventions 
such as building smarter logistics with 
lower environmental impact and taking a 
value-based approach to managing supply 
chains, said Filip van den Heede, MD of 
UD Trucks Southern Africa.

The post pandemic era presents the 
logistics industry with an opportunity to be 
part of working towards a greener planet. 
Logistics providers have been part of the 
environmental degradation problem, and 
now is the time to be an active part of the 
solution. UD Trucks’ ikigai or life purpose 
suits this journey. 

With a Better Life purpose, we will 
address not only global but also local 
environmental challenges. Additionally, 
COVID-19 will place more focus on offering 
a more sustainable response to post-pan-
demic challenges.

UD Trucks has introduced Euro 5 trucks 
ahead of regulations in South Africa. The 
Euro 5 model range will expand later in 
2022 with the addition of two new models.

The new Euro 5 Quester and Croner

A Euro 5 system with selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR) technology is a globally 
proven technology in reducing carbon foot-
print, lowering NOx levels, and ensuring 
cleaner emissions for a “Better Life” for all.

Process enhancements such as automa-
tion, connectivity and electromobility can 
help reduce the pressure on logistics. UD 
Trucks has long invested in Smart Logis-
tics solutions, outfitting its trucks with 
connected devices and safety features that 
can analyse data in real time to improve 
efficiency and safety.

The use of the UD Telematics system can 
help customers monitor factors influencing 
total cost of ownership of their fleet such 
as fuel consumption, utilisation, vehicle 
health, vehicle location and driver behavior, 

to identify areas for improvement. In 2021, 
UD Trucks is said to have become the 
first in the South African market to offer 
telematics as standard on all new trucks. 

The ESCOT automated manual transmis-
sion’s gear selection makes driving easy 
while improving fuel efficiency. Drivers are 
alerted to potential dangers on the road 
by advanced safety features such as the 
Traffic Eye Brake system.

The strength of UD Trucks’ after-sales 
support continues to be just as important as 
the manufacturing of its trucks. The compa-
ny provides after-sales service by qualified 
technicians using genuine parts, service 
planning, and service agreements, as well 
as vehicle handover training to maximise 
fleet performance for businesses. b
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T
his incremental increase still 
reflects ongoing global supply 
chain problems, while the 
sub-sectors that make up the 
Ctrack Transport and Freight 

Index reflected a mixed bag in terms of 
performance. Three of the six sectors 
were moderated, namely Sea Freight, 
Air Freight and Storage. Countering the 
weakness evident in these sub-sections, 
the star performer Road Freight continued 
to power ahead in January, while Rail 
Freight showed an unexpected monthly 
increase and transport via pipeline has 
also recovered notably, wiping out the 
moderation that was evident in the past 
three months.

On a quarter-on-quarter basis and on 
a three-month moving average basis, the 
CTFI is tracking 0,7% higher in the three 
months to January 2022, compared to the 
three months ending October 2021, while 
a monthly increase of 1,3% was recorded 
in January 2022. On an annual basis, the 
CTFI is tracking 6,4% higher in January 
than a year earlier. 

A closer look at the different sub-sec-
tors revealed that Road Freight continued 
to power ahead. Road Freight transport, 
which contributes 47,8% to the CTFI, 
increased by 14,6% compared to January 
2021, based on a three-month moving av-
erage. Quarterly, Road Freight improved by 
1,2% in the three months ending January 
2022, compared to the three months ending 
October 2021, while a monthly increase of 
2% was recorded in January 2022.

Road Freight continues to benefit from 
the troubles experienced by Transnet 
Freight Rail (TFR), which recently indi-
cated that it hopes to entice trucking 
companies operating between Gauteng 
and Durban and on other routes to con-
sider coming in as private rail operators 
as the company admits it is facing major 
challenges. 

“The strong performance of road freight 
is hopefully also a sign of economic 
recovery, as we do forecast that the South 
African economy will continue to recover 
gradually in 2022, from the significant 

TRANSPORT AND FREIGHT INDEX RECORDS 
MARGINAL INCREASES
The Ctrack Africa Transport and Freight Index (CTFI) reached a record high in November 2021 but moderated somewhat in 

December and increased just marginally in January 2022. The CTFI advanced by just more than one point in January 2022 to 

an index level of 109 compared to 107,6 in December.

contraction recorded in 2020,” says Hein 
Jordt, CEO of Ctrack Africa.

With the low base effects a thing of the 
past, growth in 2022 will better reflect 
the underlying momentum in the South Af-
rican economy. Only mediocre real growth 
of about 2% is forecast for the three years 
to 2024, with several notable risks and 
ongoing hampering factors still limiting 
growth, including intermittent load shed-
ding, higher inflation and interest rates 
and slow progress on structural reform.

“While the growth in Road Freight 
continues to impress, profit margins could 
face additional pressure in the light of 
ongoing fuel price hikes. This makes the 
efficient running of fleets imperative for 
operators who want to remain profitable,” 
added Jordt.

Another factor that will continue to 
play a role in near term comparisons is 
the fact that November 2021 was a very 
strong month, with the Road Freight index 
beating its previous high by 18,7%. Sep-
tember and October 2021 also recorded 
highs; thus, subsequent months compare 
to these high activity months.

Despite a surprising strong monthly in-
crease of 10,3% in rail freight in January 
2022 (weighting of 22,6% in CTFI), one 
month does not make a trend. The volume 
of goods transported by Rail Freight is 
still 1,4% below year-ago levels, and 
if a three-month moving average of the 
volume of freight transported via rail 
is considered, Rail Freight is still 7,9% 
below year-ago levels.

Rail Freight’s problems are deep-root-
ed, structural, and unlikely to be fixed 
in the short to medium term. The utility 
is struggling to operate on the Gauteng-
Durban corridor, an important route for 
automotive exports and imports. Due to 
temporary speed restrictions caused by 
poor infrastructure – a result of under-
investment – cable theft and community 
encroachment on the network are just 
some of the issues they face. This has 
resulted in massive delays, for example 
doubling the time it should take to travel 
between the container terminal in City 

Deep, Johannesburg, and Durban’s port.
According to Business Times, Transnet 

indicated that the rail network is under 
attack from highly organised cable theft 
syndicates, with 395 km of cable stolen 
in 2019/2020, 700 km in 2020/2021 
and more than 1 000 km thus far in the 
financial year ending 2022. Furthermore, 
in the financial year ending 2021, the rail 
entity spent R1,6-billion on security and 
R400-million on replacing lost cables.

Transport via pipeline (with a weighting 
of 2,2% in CTFI) increased notably during 
January 2022, with a 7,2% increase. 
However, the three-month average reveals 
that volumes transported via pipelines are 
still 15,9% below the levels experienced 
a year ago.

The other three sectors, with a 
combined weighting of almost 28% in 
the CTFI, contracted on a monthly basis 
in January 2022. Sea freight, air freight 
and storage declined by 11%, 5,8% and 
3,4% respectively in January, compared 
to December 2021. These sub-sections 
do attract a fair amount of volatility on a 
month-to-month basis, thus considering a 
three-month moving average and com-
paring to a year earlier, revealed that all 
three sectors are still in positive territory. 
Air freight increased by 9,5% on a year 
ago, second just to road freight’s growth 
of 14,6%. Sea freight treaded water with 
growth of only 0,3% on a year earlier. 
Storage and warehousing increased by 
1,2%, although this sector showed a 
lot of volatility, as global supply chain 
developments remain a concern as the 
trend of stockpiling goods in fear of future 
shortages continues.

Overall, on a year-on-year basis, only 
rail freight and pipeline transport are still 
declining. All the other aspects of trans-
port and freight have been in recovery 
mode, as reflected in the overall increase 
of 6,4% in the CTFI (based on three-month 
moving average data and comparing to 
a year earlier). As the economy gains 
traction during 2022, a further gradual 
recovery of the transport sector can be 
expected. b
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